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Direct Action® - experience based gear.

Direct Action® was brought to life to utilize the experience and knowledge of our 
designers, who are experts in the area of modern military operations, and create 
the most advanced combat systems available on the market. Understanding 
the specific needs of elite special forces operators is not our biggest advantage 
though. We are proud to be able to transfer this experience to the outstanding 
production process that enables us to constantly improve. With meticulous 
manufacturing and rigorous quality control, we are sure to be leaving no room 
for error and nothing to chance. 

We are determined to provide our customers with gear that may be compiled 
in a way that anyone can build a mission-specific set and fulfill his or her de-
mands. We call it the “Individual-as-a-system” approach. It enables us to stay 
coherent and grow in an evolutionary way, consciously refusing to follow trendy 
gimmicks or beaten paths. It's the feedback our users provide us with and the 
insight of our experts, that lead us.

Proud of the fact that a great majority of our products are made in Poland from 
high-quality, genuine fabrics and hardware, using advanced proprietary lami-
nate and utilizing patented designs, we go by the bare-bones and straight motto:

#GoLoud!

Developer disclaimer: Due to constant professional input and testing some 
product details in this catalog may differ from the final product. Thank you  
for understanding.
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Being so closely related to polish special forces, it's completely natural for us 
to commemorate some of the greatest men in the history of our military. Right 
from the beginning, Direct Action’s main products are named after the great 
fighters used by Polish war heroes, some of whom were members of the glorious 
"Dywizjon 303". We hope that these references will bridge the gap between 
these brave men and today’s users, proving that real values, like honor and 
dedication, are timeless. 

RESPECT REAL LEGENDS
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The greatest strength of the DIRECT ACTION® brand is that it's conceived and 
built from the experience and knowledge of true professional users. Our whole 
team is built around Special Forces veterans, shooters, shooting instructors 
and designers with years of experience behind them. We not only design and 
build the gear, we understand it, because we actually use it. Each product  
is designed for a specific task. Each part is carefully chosen to be the best of 
the best. We put each product through multiple phases of testing. Thanks to 
this, we are fully confident in every product we create. We never stop working  
on improving our gear, so that the best of the best can get the equipment  
they deserve.

MEET THE TEAM
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The base for building the whole 
system, our innovative and light-
weight plate carriers, chest rigs, 
belts and panels were designed 
to provide as much comfort and 
freedom of movement as possible, 
combining a lightweight form with 
maximum modularity. Our system 
based gear has resulted in inter-
changeable components for many 
of our products.



PLATE CARRIERS

CUMMERBUNDS
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FRONT FLAPS

BACK PANELS

PLATE CARRIER ACCESSORIES

CHEST RIGS

CHEST RIG ACCESSORIES
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BELT SLEEVES

SUSPENDERS
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PLATFORMS
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AGR BLK CBR MCM PWW RGR WDL

plate carrier Product SKU: PC-BRCT-NLN

Our new, completely redesigned approach to the plate carrier idea, the BEAR-
CAT® is minimalistic and lightweight, but still a versatile plate carrier made 
of 4-way elastic nylon. It keeps the plate stable even during dynamic move-
ments, and the skeletonized, laser-cut modular system on the chest area allows 
you to attach small pouches and stabilize PTT's. Under the laminate panels 
on chest area there are ITW Nexus GTSR® buckles for mounting additional 
flaps and chest rigs.

The flat, low-profile shoulder straps with tunnels allows you to conveniently 
place the cable of the quick-release system. They also have elastic loops for 
other cables, antennas and a hydration tube. In addition, there are elastic loops 
on the sides of the front plate bag to stabilize cables or antennas when the ra-
dio is carried in a comms wing. In the upper part of the back plate bag there 
is a minimalistic skeletonized modular system and an integrated drag handle. 

On the sides, there are zippers that allow the assembly of back panels, including 
those from the SPITFIRE® system. In order to minimize the weight, the back 
of this platform is uncovered and without any accessory Velcro®. The plate 
itself also has no additional admin pockets. The set does not include a flap or 
a cummerbund (you need to purchase them separately). BEARCAT® Ultralight 
Plate Carrier is compatible with most of the SPITFIRE® System Accessories.

Weight:    290 g / 0.6 lb – size M
Sizes:       M

MADE IN
POLAND
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plate carrier Product SKU: PC-SPTF-CD5

Taking its name from a famous WWII fighter, our SPITFIRE® plate 
carrier is a streamlined and dynamic platform. Lightweight and 
non-restricting, this plate carrier is one of the lightest in its class.  
 
The SPITFIRE® is a durable platform, unique in its modularity - converting to a cut-
away rig in just a few simple steps. Made mainly of proprietary laminate andsome 
500D Cordura® fabric, it will withstand even the hardest conditions. The whole 
surface of the carrier is covered with a laser cut modular system that is compat-
ible with MOLLE/PALS. As mentioned before, the SPITFIRE® is truly a modular 
platform - therefore you are able to change the cummerbund, front flap, or add 
a zip-on panel to the back. 

Additionally, thanks to the front buckles, you can attach one of our chest rigs or 
several other rigs available on the market within a few seconds. Front zippered 
pocket on the chest area will fit small essentials like spare batteries, ear plugs, 
target photos etc. Velcro® loop panels on front and back allows you to personalize 
your carrier with patches. Additionally, the carrier is equipped with numerous loops 
to stabilize your cables, antennas, hydration tubes, as well as two PTT anchor 
points on the front. 

Weight:    634 g / 1.4 lb – size M
Sizes:       M, L, XL

MADE IN
USA

MADE IN
POLAND
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plate carrier Product SKU: PC-SPT2-CD5

When it comes to modern tactical equipment, those not going forward are 
actually going backwards. We, at Direct Action®, are focused on the constant 
evolution of our products. Thanks to the feedback from users around the world, 
we were able to create the new, improved version of one of our top products 

– the SPITFIRE MK II Plate Carrier®.

The MK II version may look simpler, but in fact it is much more scalable and mis-
sion configurable then its predecessor. We've decided to strip down the car-
rier of unnecessary PALS slots under the flap and on the back as well as 
enlarging the loop panel on the front for those large LE patches. Even more 

- we've made it even lighter than the standard version. The SPITFIRE MK II® 
is made of a combination of proprietary laminate and Cordura® 500D, which 
make it lightweight but at the same time, extremely durable. 

This plate carrier is equipped with a minimalistic modular system on front 
and back. Thanks to numerous new flaps, back panels and cummerbunds you 
are able to make the carrier the way you actually need it. As a standard, the 
SPITFIRE MK II® is equipped with a minimalistic, non modular, elastic cummer-
bund that will keep both panels together even during dynamic movement. This 
plate carrier is compatible with all classic SPITFIRE® accessories like Comfort 
Pad Set or Cutaway System.

Weight:    430 g / 0.9 lb – size M
Sizes:       M, L, XL

MADE IN
POLAND
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DIRECT ACTION® is all about improving 
our products, so that they can become 
better and better. This is why, we've 
decided to create a new version of one 
of our core products - the SPITFIRE® 
plate carrier. But even though the new, 
MK II model is already available, we've 
also decided not to get rid of the basic 
one, so that everyone would be able 
to choose the carrier most suitable for 
them. The most important thing with 
the MK II is that this time, you build a 
carrier basically from scratch, making 
it almost fully personalized. The bigger 
base modularity of the SPITFIRE® MK 
II is not the only difference comparing 
to the "classic" one. Take a moment to 
check them all on the next page.

between plate carriersTHE DIFFERENCES
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• Larger top Velcro® panel
• No MOLLE/PALS slits under the flap and  

on the cummerbund
• No front flap in the basic setup

• Lightweight, elastic cummerbund  
instead of the large, modular one

• Overall lighter construction

• No MOLLE/PALS on the back
• No additional flap covering adjusting system

Spitfire ® Spitfire® MK II
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low vis plate carrier

A slick, low visibility, low profile, yet durable plate carrier designed to be 
used either under your jacket or as an outer ballistic vest. 

This is a lightweight platform, with limited modularity. It features a fully 
elastic cummerbund with integrated carbine mags pouches and a radio 
pocket on each side, as well as a front flap with three elastic pouches for 
carbine/smg/pistol mags. The slick construction is perfect for CQB use, with 
almost no loose parts that can be snagged within the environment. Large 
Velcro® panel on the front and back for unit ID patches. The carrier is made 
mainly of Cordura® 500D and proprietary laminate for enhanced durability. 

The HELLCAT® is perfect whenever you want to run a lower profile, but also 
want to have the availability to have some more firepower at hand. HELLCAT® 
plate carrier is compatible with some of the accessories form the SPITFIRE® 

system, including flaps or cummerbunds. Due to the buckles on front,  
the HELLCAT® is also compatible with most of our chest rigs. 

Product SKU: PC-HLCT-CD5

Weight:    555 g / 1.2 lb – size M
Sizes:       M, L, XL

MADE IN
POLAND
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low profile plate carrier Product SKU: PC-CRSR-NLN

The CORSAIR® low profile plate carrier is a lightweight, slick and easily 
concealable hard ballistic vest. This simple plate carrier was designed to 
be worn under your clothing without any additional Velcro® panels, flaps, 
or any modularity. 

The CORSAIR® features a fully elastic cummerbund with inner carbine/
pistol mag pockets. It’s made entirely of elastic nylon fabric to tightly fit 
different types of plates, without any unnecessary bulky stitching. This 
enables it to be concealed under your jacket or even a shirt without the 
risk of excessive printing. 

Made only in solid colors to blend even more with your everyday clothing 
– perfect for undercover or covert operations requiring hard ballistic pro-
tection (III, III+ to IV standalone). The plate carrier fits most of the popular 
plate shapes including SAPI/ESAPI, Swimmer or Shooter Cut.

Weight:    290 g / 0.6 lb – size M
Sizes:       M, L, XL

MADE IN
POLAND
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cummerbund slim Product SKU: PC-SKCS-CD5

The Skeletonized Cummerbund Slim is a minimalistic and light cummerbund, 
mounted to the front Velcro® panel of a plate carrier. 

Thanks to the use of ROC® 40 mm buckles, you will not have to open 
the front flap every time you put on or take off your plate carrier. Almost 
the entire surface is covered with a laser cut modular system, compati-
ble with MOLLE/PALS. The partially elastic back provides extra freedom 
of movement.

Weight:    105 g / 0.2 lb – size M
Sizes:       M, L, XL

MADE IN
POLAND
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cummerbund wide Product SKU: PC-SKCW-NLN

The Skeltonized Cummerbund Wide is made of four-way stretch nylon 
and laminate.
 
The laser cut laminate on the surface makes the cummerband extremely 
light and compatible with the MOLLE/PALS system. It will work with most 
Direct Action® plate carriers, including the BEARCAT® Ultralight Plate Carrier.  
The 4-way elastic part works as an additional pocket for flat objects or for 
hard and soft ballistic panels.

Two polyethylene stiffeners are included to provide rigidity when the cum-
merbund is not used with a ballistic inserts. The Skeletonized Cummerbund 
Wide is closed with 80 mm ROC® buckles, that are silent, reliable and easy 
to use. The semi-elastic design gives you extra freedom of movement.

Weight:    355 g / 0.8 lb – size M
Sizes:       M, L, XL

MADE IN
POLAND
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modular cummerbund Product SKU: PC-SPMC-CD5

MODULAR CUMMERBUND is one of the accessory cummerbunds de-
signed mainly for the SPITFIRE® MK II system.

This modular cummerbund is based on the classic one from the SPITFIRE® 
carrier. Made of proprietary laminate with a laser cut modular system 
on the surface. The inner side is made of an elastic softshell fabric, not 
only to provide additional comfort, but also to create, together with the 
external part, a flat, velcro-closed pocket that can accommodate not only 
some flat essentials, but also additional armor panels.

Partially elastic construction of the cummerbund provides additional free-
dom of movement. This cummerbund is compatible with all our plate 
carriers: SPITFIRE®, SPITFIRE® MK II and HELLCAT®.

Weight:    145 g / 0.3 lb – size M
Sizes:       M, L, XL

MADE IN
POLAND
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elastic cummerbund Product SKU: PC-SPEC-ELW

With our new SPITFIRE® MK II Plate Carrier, you are no longer forced to 
accept what you get, but you can actually build your own perfect carrier. 
Therefore, we've decided to create various cummerbunds. One of them is 
the SPITFIRE MK II Elastic Cummerbund®. The cummerbund is made entirely 
of 100 mm/4” elastic webbing divided into sections. Each section can ac-
commodate a single carbine magazine (AR/AK/SR or even for G36). To make 
reholstering easier, each section is equipped with laminate pullers, that can 
also be used for attaching a bungee cord, providing even more security for 
the mags. This cummerbund is also compatible with our standard SPITFIRE® 
vest as well as the HELLCAT® plate carrier.

Weight:    208 g / 0.5 lb – size M
Sizes:       M, L, XL

rapid access cummerbund Product SKU: PC-SPRC-CD5

SPITFIRE® MK II Rapid Access Cummerbund based on our standard mod-
ular cummerbund, it features quick release ROC buckles. Even though the 
cummerbund is attached to the front of the carrier just like the standard 
one, to open or close it, you no longer need to open the front flap - you 
just pull the cord pullers to open the buckle or you slide the buckle down 
to close it. The external surface is made of proprietary laminate, covered 
with a laser cut modular system compatible with MOLLE/PALS. The in-
ternal part is made of elastic nylon, which, with the external part, cre-
ates a Velcro® closed pocket for flat essentials or additional armor panels.
This cummerbund is partially elastic for enhanced freedom of movement.  
The cummerbund is compatible with SPITFIRE® and SPITFIRE® MK II and 
the HELLCAT®.

Weight:    242 g / 0.5 lb – size M
Sizes:       M, L, XL

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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modular cummerbund slim Product SKU: PC-SPMS-CD5

What makes a platform truly modular is the possibility to build it accord-
ing to your needs, by using various flaps, back panels or cummerbunds. 
The  SPITFIRE MK II MODULAR CUMMERBUND SLIM is one of these options.  
Designed to be minimalistic and fully MOLLE/PALS compatible, this cum-
merbund is covered with laser cut modular system that allows you to mount 
a variety of pouches that you may need. The cummerbund itself is made of 
a single layer of proprietary laminate, making it not only lightweight, but also 
much more breathable. Partially elastic construction of the cummerbund 
provides enhanced freedom of movement. The cummerbund is compatible 
with the SPITFIRE®, SPITFIRE® MK II and HELLCAT® plate carriers. 

Weight:    72 g / 0.2 lb – size M
Sizes:       M, L, XL 

light Product SKU: PO-UPLT-CD5

A lightweight and universal pouch made of durable Cordura® 500D, the 
Underpouch Light is a great addition to any plate carrier. It consists of three 
pockets: the main one is zippered and partially lined with soft Velcro® velour; 
the front, made of 4-way elastic nylon, and the rear, designed for a soft 
ballistic insert. Thanks to the latter, the Underpouch Light, when used with 
soft ballistic insert, provides a slight protection of the lower abdomen. At the 
bottom of the pouch there is one row of the skeletonized modular system 
and two metal grommets. They both can be used to carry a tourniquet right 
under the pouch. The pocket is attached to any plate carrier, right under the 
front flap via Velcro®.

Weight:    118 g / 0.3 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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underpouch Product SKU: PC-SPUP-CD5

The biggest issue when you carry a plate carrier and a belt is that sometimes 
you just lack the option to mount anything on the front. Therefore, while 
making the SPITFIRE® MK II, we've decided to make this pouch to be mounted 
directly onto the front loop panel of the plate carrier and hang down, right 
under the plate. The pouch can fit all your essentials like a small rain jacket, 
cellphone, spare ear plugs, pistol mags or even an insert from one our MED 
pouches. The front has a large loop panel for patches, as well as a piece 
of the laser cut modular system. Made mainly of Cordura® 500D fabric, it 
is lightweight yet durable. This pouch is a perfect addition not only to your 
heavier configuration, but also for the smaller CQB sets, when you want to 
place everything in front.

Weight:    173 g / 0.4 lb

One of the lightest flaps on the market with a laser cut modular system 
compatible with MOLLE/PALS. Attached to the plate carriers via top 
buckles, it will work both with the BEARCAT® Ultralight Plate Carrier 
and the SPITFIRE® system. Can be converted into a compact chest rig 
by an additional interface (available as a separate product).

plate carrier flap Product SKU: PC-SKFP-CD5

Weight:    49 g / 0.1 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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SKELETONIZED
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SKELETONIZED

AGR BLK CBR MCM PWW RGR SGR WDL

Extremely light skeletonized flap designed to carry three M4/AR15 
magazines. Covered with a laser cut modular system compatible with 
MOLLE/PALS. The flap will work perfectly with the BEARCAT® plate carrier 
and the SPITFIRE® system. From the top, the magazines are secured by  
elastic cord with Hypalon® handles. It can be turned into a compact chest 
rig with an additional interface.

triple 223 flap Product SKU: PC-SK23-CD5

Weight:    100 g / 0.2 lb

Lightweight skeletonized flap designed to carry three SR (.308WIN) 
magazines. Covered with a laser cut modular system compatible with 
MOLLE/PALS. The flap will work perfectly with the BEARCAT® plate car-
rier and the SPITFIRE® system. From the top, the magazines are secured 
by elastic cord with Hypalon® pull tabs. It can be turned into a compact 
chest rig with an additional interface.

triple 308 flap Product SKU: PC-SK38-CD5

Weight:    104 g / 0.2 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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SKELETONIZED
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SKELETONIZED

Extremely light, multi-functional skeletonized flap designed to carry three 
M4/AR15 magazines and up to 15 shotgun shells. Elastic loops with anti slip 
Hypalon® backing divide the shotgun ammo into three sections of five shells 
each. Designed specifically for breachers who use the shotgun as an addi-
tional weapon. The flap will work perfectly with the BEARCAT® platform and 
the SPITFIRE® system. From the top, the magazines are secured by elastic 
cord with Hypalon® handles.  This flap can be turned into a compact chest 
rig via an additional interface.

shotgun shell flap Product SKU: PC-SKSF-CD5

Weight:    130 g / 0.3 lb

Extremely light skeletonized flap designed to carry four SMG magazines, 
including MP5 or even the Scorpion Evo. Covered with a laser cut modular 
system compatible with MOLLE/PALS. The flap will work perfectly with 
the BEARCAT® plate carrier and the SPITFIRE® system. From the top, the 
magazines are secured by elastic cords with Hypalon® pull tabs. The flap 
attaches to the plate carrier via two side release buckles. It can be turned 
into a compact chest rig with an additional interface.

quad SMG flap Product SKU: PC-SK4S-CD5

Weight:    175 g / 0.4 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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SPITFIRE® MK II

AGR BLK CBR MCM PWW RGR SGR

Weight:    99 g / 0.2 lb

slick carbine mag flap Product SKU: PC-SCFP-CD5 

When you need to carry your carbine mags on your plate carrier, but at the 
same time don't want to have a large, bulky pouch, don't worry – we've got 
you covered. Our SPITFIRE MK II SLICK CARBINE MAG FLAP is a simple, yet 
sure solution for everyone who wants his plate carrier as slick as possible, 
without limiting its combat capabilities. Constructed mainly of proprietary 
laminate and wide elastic webbing, it is divided into three sections, each 
capable of holding one AR/AK magazine. Additionally, the pouches can be 
equipped with elastic cord pullers to provide even more security to your 
magazines. The flap can be mounted via dedicated slots in the plate carrier 
or via included buckles. It is compatible with the SPITFIRE®, SPITFIRE® MK 
II and HELLCAT® plate carriers.

TRIPLE RIFLE MAGAZINE FLAP is one of the additional flaps available for 
the SPITFIRE® system. Adjustable triple rifle pouch sewn directly on the 
surface of the flap allows you to carry three rifle magazines for AR, AK or 
SR platform. The magazines are also secured on top via elastic cords with 
anti-slip Hypalon® pullers. The flap is almost entirely made of proprietary 
laminate that not only guarantees durability, but is also a little bit stiffer 
then standard Cordura®, allowing you to re-holster magazines easily. The 
front surface of the flap is covered with a laser cut MOLLE/PALS compatible 
system for additional modularity. The flap is compatible with the SPITFIRE®, 
SPITFIRE® MK II and HELLCAT® plate carriers. The flap can be attached to 
the plate carrier via dedicated flap holes or via included buckles.

triple rifle magazine flap Product SKU: PC-R3FP-CD5

Weight:    146 g / 0.3 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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Standard MOLLE flap known from the classic SPITFIRE® Plate Carrier, avail-
able as a separate product. It allows to easily prepare many flap configura-
tions and use them for different mission types, without the need of chang-
ing all the pouches every time. Made almost entirely of proprietary laminate, 
the flap is covered with a laser cut modular system compatible with MOLLE/
PALS. The flap mounts to the dedicated flap ports on the SPITFIRE® or to the 
chest rig interface via attached buckles for QD configurations. Compatible 
with the SPITFIRE®, SPITFIRE® MK II and HELLCAT® plate carriers. 

MOLLE flap Product SKU: PC-MLFP-CD5

Weight:    60 g / 0.1 lb

This interface allows you to turn any of our skeletonized plate carrier 
flaps into a compact and lightweight chest rig. The set consists not only 
of shoulder and waist straps, but also a flat pocket to cover the Velcro® 
on the back of the flap.

Weight:    200 g / 0.4 lb

rig interface Product SKU: PC-FFRI-CD5

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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Our new SPITFIRE® MK II is not only much more scalable and mission 
configurable, it is also a bit more simplified and stripped of the features 
that are not always needed. One of these features is the modular system 
on the back. What if you actually need the modularity on your back plate?  
The answer to this need would be our SPITFIRE MK II MODULAR BACK 
PANEL®. Made of proprietary laminate, this flat back panel is covered with 
a laser cut modular system compatible with MOLLE/PALS. It is attached 
to the plate carrier via the zipper system. The panel features an internal 
pocket that can accommodate most hydration bladders or other flat objects.  
In the upper part of the panel there is a large Velcro® loop panel that allows 
you to mount any patch you need.

MOLLE panel Product SKU: PL-SPMP-CD5

Weight:    234 g / 0.5 lb

Weight:    55 g / 0.1 lb

On the modern battlefield, the weight of your gear can be a real game chang-
er. Skeletonized Back Panel is one of the lightest MOLLE/PALS compatible 
panels available. Made of a single layer of laser cut laminate, it will work 
with the BEARCAT® Ultralight Plate Carrier, as well as the SPITFIRE® sys-
tem or the HALIFAX® Medium backpack. To increase stability and reliability,  
the panel is mounted using a zipper system and then secured with the bot-
tom Velcro® strips.

back panel Product SKU: PL-SKMP-CD5

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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Sometimes you need to carry additional loads, but don't want to wear 
a backpack. The answer to this need is our SPITFIRE MK II UTILITY BACK 
PANEL. Slightly similar to the SPITFIRE ASSAULT PANEL, it features two 
large utility pouches that will help you organize your gear. Both pockets are 
closed with a durable YKK® zipper that not only won't fail at the worst pos-
sible moment, but also will protect your gear against dust, mud etc. Pockets 
are large enough to fit light jacket, NODs, additional ammo, some batteries, 
food rations etc. Additionally the panel has a large, flat compartment that 
can fit most hydration bladders. The panel can be attached via the zipper 
system not only to just the SPITFIRE® and SPITFIRE® MK II, but also to the 
HALIFAX backpack.

utility back panel Product SKU: PL-SPUP-CD5

Weight:    365 g / 0.8 lb

Weight:    660 g / 1.5 lb

SPITFIRE® MK II can be easily re-configured from a short mission to RECCEE 
needs. To make this possible, you have to be able to attach various accessories 
as easily as possible. The SPITFIRE MK II BACKPACK PANEL is just one of these 
options. This small day pack is attachable directly to the plate carrier via the 
back zipper system, as well as can be used individually with the detachable 
shoulder straps. The pack features zippered main compartment that can 
fit all your essentials, as well as most hydration bladders. An additional flat 
zippered front pocket can fit small, flat items. On sides there are pockets for 
a water bottle or similar objects. The front of the pack is covered with a laser 
cut MOLLE/PALS compatible system to provide additional modularity. Made 
of Cordura® 500D and proprietary laminate. It is perfect for short patrols, es-
pecially when you don't want additional shoulder straps to go over your carrier.

backpack panel Product SKU: PL-SPBK-CD5

MADE IN
POLAND
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SPITFIRE®

Weight:    483 g / 1.1 lb

The SPITFIRE® breacher panel is one of the back panels designated for 
our top of the line, fully-customizable plate carrier. The design allows 
rapid reconfiguration for any mission by attaching a prefabricated panel 
to the rear of the SPITFIRE® and SPITFIRE® MK II plate carriers or onto the 
HALIFAX® backpack.

The breacher panel pouch layout is the result of our experience and 
end-user feedback of the SPITFIRE ASSAULT PANLE®. The top portion 
has four buckled pouches for flashbangs (or any standard NFDD’s), with 
MOLLE/PALS columns on its sides. A large, zippered pocket is mounted 
 at the bottom part of the panel. The large pouch is lined with soft,  
velour fabric and can be used to carry scratch sensitive objects, like  
eye protection, NVGs, binos, etc. Between the flashbang pouches and 
the utility pouch there is one additional, horizontal MOLLE/PALS column 
designed for mounting a breaching charge pouch. 

The whole panel is also a large, flat pocket for a hydration bladder or breach-
ing tools, with the possibility of carrying longer tools, like a sledge hammer, 
through the Velcro®-closed bottom of the panel. Even though the panel 
was designed for very specific purposes, it remains incredibly versatile.

breacher panel Product SKU: PL-SPBP-CD5

MADE IN
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Assault Panel for the SPITFIRE® Plate Carrier system one of the whole se-
ries of back panels. The design allows rapid reconfiguration by attaching to  
the prearranged rear panel zippers of either the plate carrier (SPITFIRE®, SPIT-
FIRE® MK II) or the HALIFAX® backpack. The ASSAULT PANEL pocket layout 
was made mainly to fit in the CQB role. Top portion has three Velcro®-closed 
pouches that will fit various types of flash-bangs or spare magazines. Large, 
zipper-closed universal cargo pouch is fixed just beneath them. Its lined with 
soft, velour material so it can be used for carrying scratch sensitive objects, 
like eye protection or NV goggles. Underneath the whole back of the panel 
there is a Velcro® secured flat pocket for a hydration bladder or breaching 
tools. 

assault panel Product SKU: PL-SPAP-CD5

Weight:    292 g / 0.6 lb

MADE IN
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This parachute–type retrofit system allows for immediate release and field 
reassemble of the SPITFIRE® and SPITFIRE® MK II plate carrier without 
cutaway elements. Created mainly with waterborne ops in mind, it also 
allows for instant assessment, treating and re-armoring of the wounded 
teammate. Made of durable polyethylene it won't break or fail even under 
heavy load. The construction of the system also allows single side use, 
which is useful when you route your communication cables, antennas etc 
on one of your shoulders. 

The SPITFIRE® MK II Plate Carrier is truly a unique platform. It can not 
only be a standard carrier, but with the SPITFIRE MK II CHEST RIG  
INTERFACE®, it can be transformed into a front plate only carrier.  
The INTERFACE consists of the shoulder piece and small, modular side 
panels, all made mainly of proprietary laminate. It is perfect for the recon 
operations when you want to fight light, but at the same time you need 
at least minimum ballistic protection. Additionally, the interface makes the 
SPITFIRE® work much better with backpacks. 

cutaway system Product SKU: PC-SPQR-PEN

chest rig interface Product SKU: PC-SPCI-CD5

Weight:    210 g / 0.5 lb

Weight:    115 g / 0.3 lb – size M
Sizes:        M, L, XL

MADE IN
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MOLLE wing

comfort pad set

Product SKU: PL-SPMW-CD5

Product SKU: PC-SPCP-NLN

MOLLE Wing was developed to work with the SPITFIRE®, SPITFIRE® MK II  
and HELLCAT® plate carriers side ports. It enables attachment of ad-
ditional magazine pouches or other auxiliary equipment right next to  
the plate, with the cummerbund wrapping over it, to save some real estate  
on the plate carrier itself. Made of proprietary laminate, the wing is cov-
ered with a MOLLE/PALS compatible modular system. When mounted it 
extends the attachment area by 2 x 3 (2 columns x 3 rows).

Comfort Pad Set for the SPITFIRE® plate carrier was designed to add 
comfort, improve air flow and moisture management while wearing 
your hard armor. The kit comprises six pads: two worn under front plate,  
two under rear plate and two for the shoulder straps, attached to the 
matching velour strips on the plate carrier. Made of soft, yet durable  
softshell fabric for durability and breathability. Soft foam used for padding 
won't crush even under heavy load. 

Weight:    80 g / 0.2 lb

Weight:    18 g / 0.04 lb

MADE IN
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comms wing set

comms wing

Product SKU: PO-SKCW-CD5

Product SKU: PL-SPCW-CD5

On the modern battlefield, communication is key and as important as your 
firepower or ballistic protection. The Skeletonized Comms Wings Set is 
a set of two side wings for the plate carrier that can accommodate most 
of the individual radios, including AN/PRC-148 or AN/PRC-152. Each wing is 
height-adjustable to fit various radio configuration (with or without battery 
etc). Even more - wings can also accommodate 2 AR-style magazines. 
Laser cut holes on the front were carefully designed to work with the side 
buckles of Front Flap Rig Interface.

SPITFIRE® Comms Wing was developed as an additional pouch to work 
mainly with the SPITFIRE® Plate Carrier side ports. It enables attachment 
of a personal radio right next to the plate, with the cummerbund wrapping 
over it, allowing you to save some real estate on the plate carrier itself.  
This laminate pouch is height-adjustable and with the elastic sides will  
accommodate various radio models. It has an elastic loop closure to pre-
vent loosing its contents. The pouch is compatible with the SPITFIRE®,   
SPITFIRE® MK II and HELLCAT® plate carriers. 

Weight:    80 g / 0.2 lb (set: 2 pcs)

Weight:    50 g / 0.1 lb

MADE IN
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side sapi mount Product SKU: PC-SPSM-CD5

SPITFIRE SIDE SAPI MOUNT® is a two-piece interface that enables you 
to carry side protective plates in a SPITFIRE® MK I Plate Carrier and some  
SPITFIRE® MK II accessory cummerbunds. Fully versatile, conforms the 
most popular side plate sizes of 6x6" and 6x8". Made of proprietary laminate 
for durability, this interface can be attached to the cummerbund within 
just a few seconds, and, when not needed, tucked into the internal pouch  
of the cummerbund without the need of dismantling. 

Weight:    40 g / 0.1 lb

MADE IN
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mini chest rig

chest rig

Product SKU: CR-WRWM-CD5

Product SKU: CR-TPHN-CD5

The smallest of the WARWICK® chest rig series. Made of proprietary 
laminate, this rig is covered with a laser-cut MOLLE/PALS compatible  
modular system. This rig is a base, modular platform, so it lacks any  
additional ammo or utility pouches on its surface, which makes it as flat and 
lightweight as possible. A flat, Velcro® closed internal pocket can hold your 
map, target photos or any other small, flat object. The rig can be attached 
directly to one of our plate carriers.

TYPHOON®, most recent addition to our Chest Rig lineup, offers the largest 
attachment surface while still keeping the rig compact. Made of laminate, 
its laser-cut slots serve as a MOLLE/PALS compatible attachment interface.  
Due to its design, the user can employ either the main panel alone,  
add an extra chest panel or by means of an included attachment piece, 
carry the front ballistic plate inside the chest rig. Large mounting surface 
makes the TYPHOON® an ideal choice for greenside operations.

Weight:    428 g / 0.9 lb

Weight:    275 g / 0.6 lb
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zip front chest rig

slick chest rig

Product SKU: CR-WRWZ-CD5

Product SKU: CR-WRWS-CD5

One of our zippered chest rigs, along with HURRICANE® and TEMPEST®, 
the WARWICK® zip-front chest rig is the lightest, flattest and the most 
modular one of them. The zip front is a perfect base platform for a patrol 
set, especially when combined with one of our backpacks. This rig is made 
of proprietary laminate, without any additional utility or ammo pouches, 
just flat pockets in each panel for a map, target photo etc. On the whole 
surface, the rig is covered with a MOLLE/PALS compatible modular system. 
Thanks to detachable, fully modular shoulder straps, the chest rig can be 
attached directly to one of our plate carriers.

The largest of the WARWICK® chest rig series. It is fully modular and has 
enough real estate to configure the rig to any type of mission, including 
MOUT/CQB or even RECCEE ops. This chest rig is made of proprietary lam-
inate covered with a laser cut MOLLE/PALS compatible system, without 
any additional utility or ammo pouches sewn onto it. The rig has one inter-
nal, Velcro® closed pocket for flat objects like maps or target photos. Due 
to the detachable, fully modular shoulder straps, the WARWICK® can be 
attached directly to one of our plate carriers.

Weight:    280 g / 0.6 lb

Weight:    350 g / 0.8 lb
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compact chest rig

THUNDERBOLT® is a combination of DIRECT ACTION’s® two most appreci-
ated chest rigs with additional feedback from our end-users. 

This small, yet versatile rig has most of the pouches from the popular HUR-
RICANE® hybrid chest rig applied to a platform even smaller than the TIGER 
MOTH®. With fixed pouches for carbine and pistol magazines, first aid kit 
and other essentials, it gives you the capability of carrying everything as 
close to your body as possible. Detachable shoulder straps have laser cut 
holes for attaching PTT's. Horizontal MOLLE/PALS row under the pouch 
section can be used for mounting additional utility pouches. 

Made of proprietary laminate and Cordura® 500D fabric for enhanced 
durability. Fully compatible with our chest rig interface, it can be attached 
to the SPITFIRE® and HELLCAT® plate carriers to create a rapid deployment 
platform.

Product SKU: CR-TDBT-CD5

Weight:    620 g / 1.4 lb
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TEMPEST® chest rig is one of our zip front rigs. Based on the same plat-
form as the HURRICANE®, it was stripped of most of the sewn on pouch-
es to achieve a slick, yet lightweight construction. The only remaining 
pouches are the two adjustable ammo pouches designed to fit AR/AK/SR 
magazines. The whole surface of the rig is covered with a MOLLE/PALS 
compatible modular system. Each panel offers a Velcro® closed pocket for 
flat objects such as maps, target photos etc. Due to the detachable, fully 
modular shoulder straps, the TEMPEST® can be attached directly to one 
of our plate carriers.

As in the RAF during the Battle of Britain, our HURRICANE® is the workhorse 
of our chest rig line. This split front, full size, hybrid chest rig has fixed,  
integral magazine pouches for maximum weight reduction along with  
partial modularity for versatility. The variety of sewn on pouches allow you 
to carry most of your essentials with you. Additionally each panel offers 
a Velcro® closed pocket for flat objects like maps, target photos etc. The 
tight split front design allows for comfortable use in stand-alone mode - and 
keeps your magazines close when attached to a plate carrier. The rig is 
made mostly of proprietary laminate for durability. Due to the detachable, 
fully modular shoulder straps, the HURRICANE® can be attached directly  
to one of our plate carriers.

chest rig

hybrid chest rig

Product SKU: CR-TMPT-CD5

Product SKU: CR-HRCN-CD5

Weight:    510 g / 1.1 lb

MADE IN
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chest rig Product SKU: CR-TGRM-CD5

One of the lightest chest rig in our line, the TIGER MOTH® combines exten-
sive customization possibilities with a compact size - for when low-profile / 
no bulk is a serious requirement. Integrated carbine magazine pouches (for 
4 magazines ) and a laser cut modular system on the surface make this rig 
truly versatile. On the internal side, the rig is equipped with Velcro® closed 
pocket for flat objects like maps, target photos etc. The rig is made mainly 
of proprietary laminate for enhanced durability. Due to the detachable,  
fully modular shoulder straps, the TIGER MOTH® can be attached directly 
to one of our plate carriers.

Weight:    390 g / 0.9 lb

additional front panel Product SKU: CR-SNPL-CD5

Additional front panel for our zip-front chest rigs designed mainly for  
snipers. The biggest advantage of using this panel is that it moves the 
chest rig sides out of the front, leaving only a flat surface for a comfortable 
prone shooting position. The external layer of the SNIPER Panel is made of 
Cordura® 500D fabric to provide proper durability, even during prolonged 
use. Additionally the panel has a zippered pocket for flat objects like maps, 
target photos etc. To provide additional breathability, the internal part 
of the panel is made of mesh. The panel attaches or detaches quickly  
via top buckles and zipper. Compatible with the HURRICANE®, TEMPEST® 
and WARWICK® ZIP FRONT rigs. 

Weight:    100 g / 0.2 lb

MADE IN
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Our inner belt works as a stabilizer for the MUSTANG®, WARHAWK® 
series and MOSQUITO® belts. It attaches to the inner loop panels  
of those belts to prevent ride-up during dynamic movement or when draw-
ing a pistol from a holster. With this belt set-up there's no need to use 
suspenders to provide a easy pistol draw. The belt is made of proprietary 
laminate and covered with molded Velcro® hooks, that are not so aggres-
sive as standard hooks, yet will hold your outer belt in place even during 
prolonged use.

inner belt Product SKU: BT-INBT-CD5

Sizes: S      80-90 cm  | 31"-35"
 M     90-100 cm | 36"-39"
 L    100-110 cm | 39"-43"
 XL  110-120 cm | 43"-47"

Weight:    75 g / 0.2 lb – size M

WARHAWK® Modular Rescue/Gun Belt is a new version of our standard 
WARHAWK® belt. The two major changes compared to the classic models 
are the use of AustriAlpin® Cobra D-Ring buckle, compatible with various 
carabiners including FROG® buckles. The second one is a minimalistic 
modular system on its surface. Even though the belt is still made of 45 mm 
wide rigid webbing, we were able to place a specially designed system 
that works the same way as traditional 2 rows of MOLLE/PALS compatible 
webbing. Thanks to that, you are able to mount on one belt not only the 
holster, but also any modular or belt mountable pouch. This makes the 
WARHAWK® Modular a perfect choice for anyone who wants modularity, 
but at the same time  doesn't want a large, bulky belt sleeve.

modular rescue/gun belt Product SKU: BT-WRHM-NLW

Sizes: M     90-100 cm | 36"-39"
 L    100-110 cm | 39"-43"
 XL  110-120 cm | 43"-47"

Weight:    300 g / 0.7 lb – size M
WARNING! - The belt should not be used  
for climbing or as a life saving equipment.
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WARHAWK® NAUTIC is a specially designed version of our standard  
WARHAWK® RESCUE/GUN belt, made for those dealing with waterborne 
operations. Due to the fact that the standard Cobra® buckles are not 
recommended to be used in salt water, we've decided to change it to an  
AustriAlpin® Cobra Nautic buckle. Made entirely of steel, this buckle is 
not only resistant to rust, but will work even after prolonged use in salty 
environments. Except the buckle, the rest of the construction is the same 
as the standard WARHAWK belt. The belt is made of rigid, 45 mm web-
bing, lined with loop Velcro®. On front part, near the buckle, the belt has 
reinforced and stiffened anchor point for carabiners, FROG® buckles etc. 
Reinforced seams on the key areas will last for years.

nautic rescue/gun belt Product SKU: BT-WRHN-NLW

Sizes: M     90-100 cm | 36"-39"
 L    100-110 cm | 39"-43"
 XL  110-120 cm | 43"-47"

Weight:    265 g / 0.6 lb – size M
WARNING! - The belt should not be used  
for climbing or as a life saving equipment.

WARHAWK® Rescue/Gun Belt is our answer to the customers' inquiries 
about the 45 mm wide buckled belt. It is made entirely of a rigid webbing, 
fastened with the industry-recognized AustriAlpin® Cobra buckle and lined 
with loop Velcro®. On front part, near the buckle, the belt has reinforced 
and stiffened anchor point for carabiners, FROG® buckles etc. Reinforced 
seams on the key areas will last for years. Can be worn as a stand-alone 
item, with MUSTANG® Inner Belt or as inner belt for the MOSQUITO® Mod-
ular Belt Sleeve.

 

rescue/gun belt Product SKU: BT-WRHK-NLW

Sizes: M     90-100 cm | 36"-39"
 L    100-110 cm | 39"-43"
 XL  110-120 cm | 43"-47"

Weight:    220 g / 0.5 lb – size M
WARNING! - The belt should not be used  
for climbing or as a life saving equipment.
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As sleek as its famous namesake, our MUSTANG® tapered gun belt is 
lightweight, slim and rigid. It can be worn alone as a trouser belt, as 
a duty belt in combination with the matching inner belt, or together with 
the MOSQUITO® modular belt sleeve. Made of proprietary laminate and 
heavy duty tubular webbing for durability. Stiffened construction will easily 
support your holster, magazine pouches etc. The belt is fastened with an 
AustriAlpin® Cobra buckle that won't fail even under a heavy load. The 
reinforced, stiffened anchor point close to the buckle will accept most 
carabiners, including the FROG® buckle.

rescue/gun belt Product SKU: BT-MSTG-CD5

Sizes: S      80- 90 cm  | 31"-35"
 M     90-100 cm | 36"-39"
 L    100-110 cm | 39"-43"
 XL  110-120 cm | 43"-47"

Weight:    195 g / 0.4 lb – size M
WARNING! - The belt should not be used  
for climbing or as a life saving equipment.

FLEX CUFF LOOPS is a simple, minimalistic set of elastic cuff holders that 
can be attached to any surface covered with hook&loops. Made especially 
to work with our duty/gun belts, they allow you to carry a few pieces of 
flex cuffs right under your belt. They can also be used on chest rigs and 
plate carriers to stabilize communication cables.

cuff loops® Product SKU: PO-FLCL-NLN

Weight:    12 g / 0.03 lb
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Sizes: M     80 cm | 31"
 L      90 cm | 36"
 XL  100 cm | 39"

The FIREFLY® low vis belt sleeve is designed either as an addition to the  
HELLCAT® plate carrier or as a stand-alone item. Made especially as a slick platform 
for undercover or covert use, it can also be carried as an outer belt sleeve in places, 
where the risk of snagging must be as low as possible like e.g. busses, trains etc. 
Stiffened, yet very slim, it's designated to be mounted on any 45 mm wide belt.  
The FIREFLY® has fixed, elastic pouches for pistol and carbine mags on the left side, 
a radio pouch on the right (can also be used for an additional carbine magazine), a 
first aid kit pocket on the back, and a TQ pouch on the right. Additionally, on the right 
side of the sleeve, there is a possibility to attach an OWB (outside the waistband) 
pistol holster, either via popular paddle-style, or belt loops. The FIREFLY® is compat-
ible with our inner belt thanks to its Velcro® velour lining. The profiled construction 
makes the belt comfortable even during prolonged wear in vehicles.

low vis belt sleeve Product SKU: BT-FRFL-CD5

Weight:    230 g / 0.5 lb – size M

Sizes: M     84 cm | 33"
 L      92 cm | 36.2"
 XL  100 cm | 39.4"

On the modern battlefield the weight of your equipment is one of the most  
important issues. This is why we've decided to reduce it even more by creating 
a new, skeletonized modular system. The HORNET Skeletonized Belt Sleeve is a 
modular platform fully compatible with MOLLE/PALS. Vertical cuts on the sides 
allow you to weave out the main belt and mount your holster directly on the 
gun belt. The anatomically contoured shape and the thin, soft padding of the 
sleeve distributes the weight of the carried equipment properly and increases 
comfort during long hours of work. The sleeve is equipped with four anchor 
points for shoulder straps and additional loops to which you can attach your 
gloves, ligthsticks etc. The sleeve works with the Inner Belt and most belts up 
to 45 mm wide, including the MUSTANG® and WARHAWK®.

skeletonized belt sleeve Product SKU: BT-HRNT-CD5

Weight:    172 g / 0.4 lb – size M
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modular belt sleeve Product SKU: BT-MQMS-CD5

MOSQUITO® modular belt system is an extremely versatile platform - just like 
de Havilland's 'Wooden Wonder' from WWII. It works well in both low-profile 
and heavy-load configurations. This profiled, stiffened modular belt sleeve 
will accept most gun belts (up to 45 mm wide). The external layer is made of 
proprietary laminate and is covered with a laser cut modular system compat-
ible with MOLLE/PALS. The vertical slits on the sides of the sleeve allow you 
to weave outside the belt to mount any OWB holster. It is compatible with 
accessory hip and drop leg panels. Thanks to the soft velour on the inner side, 
the belt sleeve is also compatible with our Inner Belt, while four heavy duty, 
plastic loops in the top portion allow you to mount to our Y- or H-Harness. 
The versatile construction of the MOSQUITO® belt sleeve makes it a perfect 
choice for all kind of operations, including CQB or RECCEE.Sizes: S      80- 90 cm  | 31"-35"

 M     90-100 cm | 36"-39"
 L    100-110 cm | 39"-43"
 XL  110-120 cm | 43"-47"

Weight:    254 g / 0,6 lb – size M

The MOSQUITO® Y-Harness are lightweight, minimalistic suspenders that 
were designed mainly for the MOSQUITO® Modular Belt Sleeve. The har-
ness makes your equipment more stable and easy to carry, thanks to re-
distributing part of the load on your shoulders. Made mainly of proprietary 
laminate, partially elastic construction and a low profile design makes them 
comfortable for use under any armor carriers. On the front part there are 
laser cut holes that allow you to mount PTT's etc.

Y-harness Product SKU: HS-MQYH-CD5

Weight:    83 g / 0.2 lb
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H-harness Product SKU: HS-MQHH-CD5

An advanced suspender harness, designed mainly for the MOSQUITO® 
Modular Sleeve with RECCEE operations in mind. Profiled and fully  
adjustable for better comfort and to fit any body shape. Mesh lined on the 
back for better ventilation. Low profile drag handle integrated with belt-
to-harness connecting webbing enables better force distribution while 
evacuating casualty. The harness is made mainly of proprietary laminate 
for enhanced durability. The suspenders have numerous laser cut slots 
compatible with MOLLE/PALS for enhance modularity and to provide  
routing for PTT's, radio wires and antennas etc.

Weight:    214 g / 0.5 lb

Hip Panel Short was designed mainly for the MOSQUITO® Modular Belt 
Sleeve. The whole surface of the panel is covered with a laser cut modular 
system compatible with MOLLE/PALS. It allows you to mount pouches 
slightly lower on sides of your belt or belt sleeve. It also makes longer 
pouches more stable.

hip panel small Product SKU: PL-MQPS-CD5

Weight:    54 g / 0.1 lb

MADE IN
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Large Hip Panel designed mainly for the MOSQUITO® Modular Belt Sleeve.  
The surface of this panel is covered with a laser cut modular system 
compatible with MOLLE/PALS. The panel allows you to mount pouches 
lower on sides of your belt or belt sleeve. It also makes longer pouches 
more stable or even allow you to mount smaller pouches under the main 
load. Thanks to the stiffened construction and reinforced holes, the Large 
Hip Panel can also be used as a mounting platform for any pistol holster  
featuring the Safariland® 3-hole mounting system.

hip panel large Product SKU: PL-MQPL-CD5

Weight:    65 g / 0.14 lb

Weight:    136 g / 0.3 lb

drop leg panel MK II Product SKU: PL-LGPN-CD5

Drop Leg Panel designed not only to work with standard belts, but also 
for the MOSQUITO® Modular Belt Sleeve. This is a high-ride thigh rig that 
allows you to mount pouches directly below the belt or modular belt sleeve, 
and therefore saves real estate on the belt itself. Made mainly of propri-
etary laminate, the whole surface of the panel is covered with a modular 
system compatible with MOLLE/PALS. Due to the stiffened construction 
and reinforced holes, the Drop Leg Panel can also be used as a mounting 
platform for any pistol holster featuring the Safariland® 3-hole mounting 
system. Single, partially elastic thigh webbing is closed with a buckle for 
stability and easy donning and doffing. The panel is fully ambidextrous.

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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 At Direct Action® we have years 
of experience in manufacturing 
advanced special-ops equipment, 
but our most demanding clients 
have also been able to take ad-
vantage of customised solutions 
reflecting their specific needs.



CUSTOM
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Our CUSTOM service is intended to meet the various specialised demands 

of our customers worldwide. We pride ourselves in having first-hand experi-

ence in special operations, which positions us perfectly to address the needs 

and issues encountered in real-life missions. While this expertise is part of the 

regular designing and manufacturing process, the CUSTOM service takes our 

flexible approach, our care for the detail, and our devotion to the end user’s 

operating comfort to a next level.

True to Direct Action® motto, “From Specials to Specials”, the service is tar-

geted primarily at highly specialised users who know exactly what they need. 

We begin by sitting together with the customer for detailed consultations 

covering the purpose, the need and the range of the proposed modifications 

and then we deploy our team to work. This way, Direct Action® can stand up 

to the most demanding challenges. Naturally, custom solutions demand time 

and effort, so terms and conditions will be agreed on a case-by-case basis.

OUR CUSTOM SERVICE
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Ammunition is one of the most 
important things on any battle-
field, as without it, your weap-
on won't go boom! Comfortable 
and secure carry of your mag-
azines is essential so our whole 
range of ammo pouches is de-
signed to fit any type of mission 
including dynamic assaults, long 
reconnaissance patrols or even 
covert urban operations.



TAC RELOAD

LOW PROFILE

SLICK

SPEED RELOAD

AMMO POUCHES
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Dedicated double AR-style rifle magazine pouch. Box flap completely pro-
tects the magazines from the elements. Buckle closure guarantees an easy 
and quiet opening. Integrated internal adjustment system with elastic cord 
allows for quick adjustment of the pouch volume from double to single 
magazine use. The height adjustable flap can be fully detached, trans-
forming the pouch into an open-top magazine pouch. The pouch is not only 
compatible with a MOLLE/PALS modular system, but also, due to specially 
designed paracord loops, it can also be mounted onto any 45 mm gun belt.  
The pouch is designed mainly to carry two AR15-style magazines, so it 
will also fit similar size objects. 

pouch AR-15® Product SKU: PO-ARTC-CD5

Weight:    103 g / 0.2 lb

Designed to fit all popular types of magazines (both AK and AR), our TAC 
RELOAD POUCH is a truly versatile rifle mag pouch. Thanks to its built-in ad-
justable elastic cord system, the amount of tension on the magazines can be 
adjusted so that a partially empty pouch will hold your remaining magazines/
magazine just as securely as when the pouch is fully loaded. The height 
adjustable flap, with Hypalon® puller, can be fully detached, transforming 
the pouch into an open-top magazine pouch. Due to the specially designed 
internal height adjustment system, you are even able to carry short maga-
zines. The pouch is not only compatible with a MOLLE/PALS modular system, 
but also, due to specially designed paracord loops, it can also be mounted 
onto any 45 mm gun belt. The pouch will fit most 5.56 mm/.223REM, 7.62 
mm, .308WIN or even .338 magazines. 

pouch rifle® Product SKU: PO-RFTC-CD5

Weight:    85 g / 0.2 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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Pouch designed to hold a belt-box for M249-based machine guns. Partially 
stiffened design sized to take either 5.56 mm (M249/Mk46) or 7.62 mm (Mk48) 
Light Machine Gun belt-box magazines. Simple flap secured with a buckle 
guarantees a safe carry and easy access to the contents, allowing you to 
feed the gun directly from the pouch. Insert included to convert into a six 
AR-style rifle magazine pouch. Modular panels at the bottom and sides allow 
attaching additional gear directly to the pouch. The construction made of pro-
prietary laminate and Cordura® 500D fabric will withstand even extensive use 
in the harshest conditions possible. The pouch is not only compatible with any 
MOLLE/PALS modular platform, but also, due to specially designed paracord 
loops and additional belt loop, it can be mounted on any 45 mm wide gun belt.

pouch® Product SKU: PO-SAWP-CD5

Weight:    280 g / 0.6 lb

TAC RELOAD® Pouch Pistol MK II is a development of our previous TAC 
RELOAD® Pouch Pistol. The main change was to integrate our elastic cord 
adjustment system, enabling custom adjustment of the magazine release 
force, as well as reconfiguration to single-stack magazines or to hold similar 
objects like flashlights, folding knives, multitools etc. The height adjustable 
flap, with Hypalon® puller, can be fully detached, transforming the pouch 
into an open-top magazine pouch. The pouch is not only compatible with 
a MOLLE/PALS modular system, but also, due to specially designed para-
cord loops, it can also be mounted onto any 45 mm gun belt. The pouch 
will fit most single and double-stack pistol magazines.

pouch pistol® MK II Product SKU: PO-PTT2-CD5

Weight:    34 g / 0.1 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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The LOW PROFILE pistol pouch® is a key product in our LOW PROFILE kit. 
Thanks to this pouch you can carry two pistol magazines concealed under 
your clothing without the risk of either visual detection or losing them during 
rapid movements. The mostly elastic, partially rigid construction provides 
a fast draw of the magazines, while the integrated pull tabs enables you 
to easily re-holster them. The use of proprietary laminate guarantees high 
durability. The pouch always stays very flat, both with or without magazines, 
in order to prevent any snagging while operating in close quarters. Our new 
Velcro® based system for belt mounting gives you the availability to attach 
or remove the pouch from your belt as needed.

With this pouch, you are able to carry a carbine magazine concealed  
under your clothing. The mostly elastic, partially rigid construction pro-
vides a fast draw of the magazines, while the integrated pull tab assists 
with reholstering. Thanks to the use of proprietary laminate, the pouch is 
highly durable and won't be easily damaged even when used with metal 
magazines. The pouch rides high on your belt, so it won’t be visible from 
under your jacket, providing comfort even during prolonged periods of time 
seated in a vehicle. The pouch is always flat, with or without magazines, 
to prevent any snagging while operating in close quarters. Our new Vel-
cro® based system for belt mounting gives you the availability to attach 
or remove the pouch from your belt as needed.

pistol pouch® Product SKU: PO-PTLP-CD5

carbine pouch® Product SKU: PO-CBLP-CD5

Weight:    37 g / 0.1 lb

Weight:    36 g / 0.1 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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After the success of our low profile line of pouches, we’ve decided to create 
some slightly similar products, but this time with the possibility to mount 
them on any modular platform compatible with MOLLE/PALS. The SLICK 
PISTOL MAG POUCH is one of these pouches, suitable to fit two of the 
common double stack magazines. The pouch is made of proprietary lam-
inate and wide elastic webbing to maintain a slick surface and remain flat 
when empty. These pouches are perfect whenever you would need your 
gear as clear as possible, without any unnecessary bulk that can snag 
onto the environment. The pouch is not only compatible with any MOLLE/
PALS modular platform, but also, due to specially designed paracord loops,  
it can be mounted on any 45 mm wide gun belt. 

SLICK CARBINE MAG POUCH is one of the pouches based on the suc-
cessful line of our Low Profile series. Designed to be mounted on any 
MOLLE/PALS compatible surface, as well as any belt up to 45 mm wide,  
this pouch will fit one AR/AK magazine. Partially elastic construction will 
hold the magazine securely, and at the same time will stay flat when emp-
ty. Made of proprietary laminate, it won't get damaged even if used with 
metal magazines. This pouch is perfect whenever you would need your 
gear as slick as possible, without any unnecessary bulk that can snag onto 
the environment. The pouch is not only compatible with any MOLLE/PALS 
modular platform, but also, due to specially designed paracord loops, it can 
be mounted on any 45 mm wide gun belt. 

pistol pouch® Product SKU: PO-PTSL-CD5

carbine pouch® Product SKU: PO-RFSL-CD5

Weight:    42 g / 0.1 lb

Weight:    38 g / 0.1 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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rifle pouch® Product SKU: PO-RFSR-CD5

Open top rifle magazine pouch, designed for speed reloads but with a se-
cure magazine carry option at the same time. The internal Hypalon®  patch, 
rigid construction, combined with a limited-size top opening and tension-ad-
justing elastic cord, prevents the magazine from falling out if it gets snagged. 
Thanks to the stiffness of the pouch, you are able to re-holster the magazine 
easily with one hand only. The pouch is not only MOLLE/PALS compatible, 
but also, thanks to the specially designed paracord loops, you are able to 
mount it on any 45 mm gun belt. Laser cut modular system on the front 
of the pouch gives you the ability to stack pouches one on another. The 
pouch will easily fit most of the carbine magazines, including AR, AK, SR.

rifle pouch short® Product SKU: PO-RFSS-CD5

Shorter version of our open top rifle magazine pouch - the Speed Reload 
Rifle Pouch Short. The pouch allows you to reload rapidly, while ensuring 
their safe carrying. The Hypalon® inside and adjustable tension, prevents 
the magazine from falling out, even if they get snagged. The Rifle Speed 
Reload Pouch Short positions the magazine higher, providing a larger grip-
ping surface. Works perfectly with belts and sleeves. Thanks to the use 
of the MOLLE/PALS system and specially designed paracord loops, it is 
possible to mount it on any belt up to a width of 45 mm. Laser cut modular 
system on the front of the pouch give you the ability to stack pouches one 
on another. The pouch allows you to carry most rifle magazines, including 
AR/AK/SR platforms.

Weight:    78 g / 0.2 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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pistol pouch® Product SKU: PO-PTSR-CD5

Just like our rifle pouch, our Pistol pouch is designed for speed reloads 
but with a secure magazine carry at the same time. The internal Hyp-
alon® patch, rigid construction, combined with a limited-size top opening 
and tension-adjusting elastic cord, prevents the magazine from falling 
out if it gets snagged. Thanks to the stiffness of the pouch, you are able 
to re-holster the magazine easily with one hand only. The pouch is not 
only MOLLE/PALS compatible, but also, thanks to the specially designed 
paracord loops, you are able to mount it on any 45 mm gun belt. Laser 
cut modular system on the front of the pouch give you the ability to stack 
pouches one on another. The pouch is designed to fit most double stack 
9 mm/.40/.45 magazines.

SMG pouch® Product SKU: PO-SMSR-CD5

Weight:    42 g / 0.1 lb

Weight:    56 g / 0.1 lb

Just like our rifle pouch, our SMG pouch is designed for speed reloads 
but with secure magazine carry at the same time. The internal Hypalon® 
patch, rigid construction, combined with a limited-size top opening and 
tension-adjusting elastic cord, prevents the magazine from falling out if 
it gets snagged. Thanks to the stiffness of the pouch, you are able to 
re-holster the magazine easily with one hand only. The pouch is not only 
MOLLE/PALS compatible, but also, thanks to the specially designed para-
cord loops, you are able to mount it on any 45 mm gun belt. Laser cut 
modular system on the front of the pouch give you the ability to stack 
pouches one on another. The pouch is designed to fit most SMG mags.

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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Not only are your weapon and am-
munition vitally important parts 
of your load, you also have to se-
curely carry other stuff that goes 
boom like fragmentation grenades, 
flashbangs or shotgun shells.  
Our collection of ordnance pouch-
es will carry all you need. Multiple 
versions of pouches give you the 
ability to choose the right solution 
for your needs.



FLASHBANG

FRAG

SMOKE

37/40 MM

ORDINANCE POUCHES
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Open-top variant of the Flashbang Pouch. Tighter elastic sides secure the 
flashbang, while the adjustable height allowing fitting the most popular stun 
grenades types. Ideal when quick and quiet drawing of a flashbang is required.  
May also carry 40 mm grenade rounds, including the longer ones,  
e.g. Illumination flares. The pouch is not only compatible with a MOLLE/
PALS modular system, but also, due to specially designed paracord loops, 
it can also be mounted onto any 45 mm gun belt. 

FLASHBANG POUCH® is a Velcro® closed pouch for NIKO or P1 type  
flashbang grenades. Made of proprietary laminate, with elastic sides,  
the pouch is not only durable, but will easily self-adjust to various flashbang 
thickness. Can double as a pouch for 40 mm grenades, especially longer 
rounds (smoke, illum). The pouch is not only compatible with a MOLLE/
PALS modular system, but also, due to specially designed paracord loops, 
it can also be mounted onto any 45 mm gun belt.

open pouch® Product SKU: PO-FLBO-CD5

pouch® Product SKU: PO-FLBG-CD5

Weight:    32 g / 0.1 lb

Weight:    37 g / 0.1 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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FLASHBANG MK II pouch® is a universal pouch for NIKO/P1-type flashbang 
grenades. Made of proprietary laminate, the pouch combines the best 
features of our two current flashbang pouches. The pouch is buckle-closed 
with a simple, detachable flap. When not needed, both the flap and the 
buckle can be detached, converting the pouch into the open top one.

FRAG Grenade Pouch is a development of our first fragmentation grenade 
pouch. The most important difference is substituting a classic 25 mm buckle 
with a smaller 20 mm side release buckle, that is not only more compact 
but also more silent during operation, with almost the same durability. 
This pouch allows to carry not only the standard US-type frag grenade, 
but also the UZRGM-fused grenades (e.g. RG-42, F-1, RDG-5), with the 
upper part of the fuse protruding through a dedicated hole in the flap. 
The pouch is not only compatible with a MOLLE/PALS modular system,  
but also, due to specially designed paracord loops, it can also be mounted 
onto any 45 mm gun belt.

pouch® Product SKU: PO-FLB2-CD5

pouch MK II® Product SKU: PO-FRG2-CD5

Weight:    54 g / 0.1 lb

Weight:    52 g / 0.1 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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pouch® Product SKU: PO-SMKE-CD5

Pouch sized to hold a standard US-type Smoke Grenade. Closed with  
a simple, buckled flap, guarantees safe transport and easy, silent access. 
The pouch is made of a combination of proprietary laminate and 500D  
Cordura® for enhanced durability and to reamin lightweight. The pouch 
is not only compatible with any MOLLE/PALS modular platform, but also, 
due to specially designed paracord loops, it can be mounted on any 45 
mm wide gun belt. 

SHOTGUN SHELL HOLDER is a universal pouch that allows you to carry  
25 pieces of 12GA shotgun shells. The shells are carried in elastic webbing 
loops that provide quick access to them. The pouch is made of Cordura® 
500D fabric and has a stiffened, expandable construction, with the shells 
divided into three sections. The pouch is a great choice not only for the 
operators that use a shotgun as a primary weapon, but also for breachers, 
because it allows them to carry a large amount of shells in a compact, easy 
to use form. The pouch is not only compatible with a MOLLE/PALS modular 
system, but also, due to specially designed paracord loops, it can also  
be mounted onto any 45 mm gun belt.

holder® Product SKU: PO-SSHD-CD5

Weight:    50 g / 0.1 lb

Weight:    103 g / 0.2 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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Your combat equipment con-
tains not just ammo, but also 
numerous other items of equip-
ment that you need to carry 
comfortably and securely while 
still being able to access eas-
ily. No matter if you need to 
carry rations, night vision gog-
gles, wet weather gear, a GPS 
or even loose ammo, every-
thing will fit inside one of our 
utility pouches. With various 
solutions and sizes of pouch-
es they will fulfill all of your  
mission-specific requirements.



UTILITY

CARGO

LOW PROFILE

NVG

HYDRO 

GENERAL PURPOSES 
(UNIVERSAL) POUCHES
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pouch mini® Product SKU: PO-UTMN-CD5

pouch small® Product SKU: PO-UTSM-CD5

Smallest of our UTILITY pouch series, this zippered pouch will hold most 
of your compact essentials such as spare batteries, GPS device, cellphone, 
gloves etc. Additionally the elastic section inside the pouch allows you 
to hold the smallest items in place. Made of Cordura® 500D, the pouch is 
not only lightweight but also durable. On the bottom of the pouch there is 
a small laser cut modular panel compatible with MOLLE/PALS that allow 
you to mount additional pouches. The pouch is not only compatible with 
any MOLLE/PALS modular platform, but also, due to specially designed 
paracord loops, it can be mounted on any 45 mm wide gun belt. 

Almost the smallest of our UTILITY pouch series, this zippered pouch will hold 
numerous essentials such as spare batteries, GPS device, cellphone, gloves 
or even two 40 mm rounds. Two elastic sections inside will help you organize 
your load, keeping the smaller items in place. Made of Cordura® 500D, the 
pouch is not only lightweight but also durable. On the bottom of the pouch 
there is a laser cut modular panel compatible with MOLLE/PALS that allow 
you to mount additional pouches. The pouch is not only compatible with 
any MOLLE/PALS modular platform, but also, due to specially designed 
paracord loops, it can be mounted on any 45 mm wide gun belt. 

Weight:    70 g / 0.2 lb

Weight:    88 g / 0.2 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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pouch medium® Product SKU: PO-UTMD-CD5

pouch large® Product SKU: PO-UTLG-CD5

Medium one of our UTILITY pouch series, this zippered pouch will hold nu-
merous essentials such as additional ammo, ear protection, radio batteries 
or winter hat etc. Two elastic sections inside will help you organize your load, 
keeping the smaller items in place. Made of Cordura® 500D, the pouch is 
not only lightweight but also durable. On the bottom of the pouch there 
is a laser cut modular panel compatible with MOLLE/PALS that allow you 
to mount additional pouches. The pouch is not only compatible with any 
MOLLE/PALS modular platform, but also, due to specially designed paracord 
loops, it can be mounted on any 45 mm wide gun belt. 

One of the larger in our UTILITY pouch series, this zippered pouch will hold 
numerous essentials like a small rain jacket, canteen, spare ammo etc. Ad-
ditionally the double elastic section inside the pouch allows you to keep 
everything organized, holding the smallest items in place. Made of Cordura® 
500D, the pouch is not only lightweight but also durable. On the bottom of 
the pouch there is a laser cut modular panel compatible with MOLLE/PALS 
that allow you to mount additional pouches. The pouch is not only com-
patible with any MOLLE/PALS modular platform, but also, due to specially 
designed para cord loops, it can be mounted on any 45 mm wide gun belt. 

Weight:    95 g / 0.2 lb

Weight:    110 g / 0.2 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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pouch X-large® Product SKU: PO-UTXL-CD5

pouch®

Largest of our UTILITY pouch series, this zippered pouch will hold numer-
ous large essentials like food rations, NVGs, small hydration bladder etc. 
Internal, elastic pockets will help you organize the load, keeping smaller 
items in place. Made of Cordura® 500D, the pouch is not only lightweight 
but also durable. On the bottom of the pouch there is one small, laser cut 
modular panel compatible with MOLLE/PALS that allow you to mount ad-
ditional pouches. The pouch is not only compatible with any MOLLE/PALS 
modular platform, but also, due to specially designed paracord loops, it 
can be mounted on any 45 mm wide gun belt. 

Product SKU: PO-CRGO-CD5

Large multipurpose pouch, designed mainly to be worn on the rear part 
of the MOSQUITO® Modular Belt Sleeve or similar belt setup. Substantial 
pouch capacity allows to pack all essentials, and the drawstring collar se-
cures the contents, while the buckled flap keeps dust or mud away. Laser cut 
modular system panels sewn to the sides and bottom allow additional gear  
to be added. Side loops can take elastic cord to reduce the empty volume 
or to attach items like a rain jacket etc. The pouch itself is made mainly 
of Cordura® 500D fabric, that makes it not only durable but also lightweight. 
The pouch is not only compatible with a MOLLE/PALS modular system,  
but also, due to specially designed paracord loops, it can also be mounted 
onto any 45 mm gun belt. 

Weight:    120 g / 0.3 lb

Weight:    160 g / 0.4 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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baton pouch® Product SKU: PO-BTLP-CD5

The Low Profile Baton Pouch is one of the pouches in our Low Profile Kit. 
Thanks to this pouch you are able to carry a standard sized baton under 
your clothing without the risk of any printing or loss during rapid movements. 
Mostly elastic, partially rigid construction provide fast drawing of the baton, 
while integrated pull tabs gives you the possibility of easy re-holstering.  
The small hole in the bottom of the pouch allows you rapid re-holstering 
with the baton partially or fully extended. The pouch is always very flat, 
both with or without baton – it has almost same thickness as the item you 
are carrying. Our new, Velcro® based system of belt mounting gives you the 
possibility to put on or remove the pouch from the belt whenever you want.

Weight:    25 g / 0.1 lb

MADE IN
POLAND
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hydro pouch® Product SKU: PO-HYDR-CD5

Simple, lightweight pouch designed to hold the popular water containers 
such as USGI 1 qt canteen or 1l Nalgene® bottle-with or without cups. 
The pouch is made of Cordura® 500D to remain durable yet lightweight 
at the same time. Pouch is adjustable to fit over smaller containers.  
Fully closed flap with a heavy duty buckle to securely hold your canteen, at 
the same time providing easy and silent access to it. The pouch is not only  
compatible with any MOLLE/PALS modular platform, but also, due to 
specially designed paracord loops, it can be mounted on any 45 mm 
wide gun belt. 

Weight:    93 g / 0.2 lb

cuff pouch® Product SKU: PO-CFLP-CD5

The LOW PROFILE Cuff pouch allows you to carry standard handcuffs/ 
mechanical restraints. The elastic, partially stiffened construction, closed 
with a snap button provides rapid deployment of the cuffs with only one pull,  
at the same time keeping them secured and in place when not needed. 
Tight construction reduces the noise made by the cuff chain. Our new, 
Velcro® based system for belt mounting, gives you the availability to attach 
or remove the pouch from your belt as needed.

Weight:    46 g / 0.1 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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Weight:    256 g / 0.6 lb

hydro pack® Product SKU: PO-MHPK-CD5

Lightweight universal hydration bladder carrier. Fits most popular bladders 
of 2 liter capacity. Three-dimensional design allows the carrier to expand 
outwards, without causing discomfort to wearer. Side zipper closure allows 
easy access to the bladder. Outer surface is covered with PALS/MOLLE 
slots to allow attachment of additional pouches. Multi Hydro Pack can be 
attached in several ways: with PALS, integral straps or mounted to the 
MOSQUITO® H-Harness. The hydration bladder tube can be routed either 
left or right.

pouch® Product SKU: PO-NVGP-CD5

Foam-padded pouch for secure carrying for the popular NV goggles and 
monoculars, such as AN/PVS-18 or AN/PVS-21. Zipper closure secures 
the content while enabling silent access. Size allows carrying NV with  
mount on. The interior is lined with soft velour to minimize scratching  
of the optics. Internal zippered pocket will hold spare batteries, caps etc. 
The pouch is not only compatible with any MOLLE/PALS modular platform, 
but also, due to specially designed paracord loops, it can be mounted  
on any 45 mm wide gun belt. 

Weight:    132 g / 0.3 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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bag

Designed for tactical operations involving rappelling, such as from build-
ings or from a helicopter, this bag can carry up to 30 meters of rappelling 
rope. 

The bag is made of durable Cordura® 500D fabric for durability and is 
equipped with an adjustable carrying strap attachable to either a belt 
or a rappelling harness. The bag can be additionally stabilized using the 
included side straps to comfortably attach it to the leg. 

The main compartment can be easily accessed through its zippered 
closure which allows the rope to be efficiently coiled. The rope is pulled 
from the bag via an elastic-finished opening that ensures both easy 
access and smooth rope operation. A Velcro®-closed loop at the bottom 
of the bag provides a secure attachment for the rope end. The bottom 
of the bag is also equipped with three drains to remove water and dirt 
from the inside. 

Product SKU: BG-RPBG-CD5

Weight:  362 g / 0.798 lb
Dimension: 15 x 39 x 13 cm / 5.9 x 15.4 x 5.9 in

MADE IN
POLAND
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You can have the top class equip-
ment and level of training, but you 
should keep in mind possibility of 
getting injured during the action. 
To quickly stop the bleeding, you 
need to have all your medical 
items well organized and easily ac-
cessible, so all of our med pouches 
were carefully designed to carry 
all of the essentials in a secure 
way, protecting them from getting 
damaged or dirty. No matter what 
you need to carry in your med kit, 
we've got you covered.



MED POUCHES

WAIST MED PACK

HORIZONTAL/VERTICAL

COMBAT STRETCHER

TOURNIQUET

SHEARS
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MED waist bag

Lysander MED Waist Bag provides a compact way to carry essential bat-
tlefield medical equipment. Its ergonomic shape allows it to fit under the 
plate carrier, a feature particularly useful in when operating in tight spaces.

A zippered pocket on the front holds protective gloves while its external 
Velcro® panel can be used to attach a med patch. The main compartment 
closes with a two-way zipper and its soft loop lining can be easily con-
figured with the included dedicated strips for specific equipment. A loop 
closed pocket at the rear of the bag will hold large flat dressings. Two 
additional pockets are sewn onto the closing flap, one for shears and the 
other for TCCC casualty cards.

On the sides of the bag there is attached a laser-cut MOLLE/PALS com-
patible system allowing attachment of additional pockets for dressings, 
tourniquets, etc. The MOLLE/PALS compatible system continues to the 
underside of the bag to assist with mounting additional equipment like 
a COMBAT STRETCHER. Besides using MOLLE/PALS compatible system 
at the bottom there is an interwoven shock cord for additional mounting 
possibilities. 

Product SKU: BG-LSDR-CD5

Weight:  372 g / 0.82 lb
Dimension: 28 x 14 x 14 cm / 11 x 5.5 x 5.5 in
Waist:   up to 126 cm / 49.6 in

MADE IN
POLAND
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Compact MED Pouch Horizontal is a modern approach to one of the most 
essential parts of your gear. Made of Cordura® 500D, 210D nylon and laser 
cut laminate, this first aid kit is designed to be carried on the back of the belt. 
Works great with the HORNET® Skeletonized Belt Sleeve, although it can be 
mounted on any MOLLE/PALS compatible platform or a belt up to 45 mm wide,  
via paracord loops. It will accommodate most of the popular first aid sets 
needed during a mission. The medical essentials are secured with elastic loops.  
The minimalist, ambidextrous insert with a Hypalon® handle can be operated 
with one hand. At the top of the pouch there is a wide, elastic loop for carrying 
the tourniquet, while on the back of the insert you can attach a shears pouch. 
The Velcro® panel with the word "MED" enables rapid identification of the pouch.

horizontal pouch Product SKU: PO-CMDH-CD5

Weight:    134 g / 0.3 lb

Weight:    230 g / 0.5 lb

Slightly modified and updated version of our MED POUCH HORIZONTAL.  
The biggest change is the more visible MED sign on the front that is laser 
cut in the loop Velcro®, which allows adding various patches, including IR 
signs. The med pouch itself still has it's most important features known from 
the previous versions. Partially elastic outer pouch will fit even more med-
ical equipment, while still remaining very flat. Even though the pouch was 
designed mainly to fit on the back of our MOSQUITO Modular Belt Sleeve®, 
it can be used on any MOLLE/PALS compatible surface or on a gun belt 
up to 45 mm wide. The pouch features easy, ambidextrous access to the  
insert via antislip Hypalon® pullers. The interior of the zippered insert was  
designed to hold in place first aid essentials in well planned elastic loops. The loop 
Velcro®on the back of the insert allows you to attach our SHEARS Pouch. 

horizontal MK III® Product SKU: PO-MDH3-CD5

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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COMBAT
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vertical MK II® Product SKU: PO-MDV2-CD5

Weight:    150 g / 0.3 lb

Slightly modified version of our MED POUCH VERTICAL. The biggest change is the 
more visible MED sign on the front that is laser cut in the loop Velcro®, which allows 
adding various patches, including IR signs. The insert was modified to reduce 
the weight and bulk. The med pouch itself still has it's most important features 
known from the previous version. This two piece IFAK is designed to fit on a chest 
rig side panel or on a belt - taking similar PALS real estate as a magazine pouch. 
Made mainly of proprietary laminate and 500D Cordura®. The insert with medical 
equipment can be deployed with single pull of the Velcro®-closed flap. The whole 
first aid equipment is well planned and held in place by elastic webbing loops. The 
interior of the main pouch is covered with loop Velcro® which allows you to mount 
our SHEARS pouch inside. The pouch is not only compatible with any MOLLE/
PALS modular platform, but also can be mounted on any 45 mm wide gun belt.

Weight:    300 g / 0.7 lb

Lightweight foldable field stretcher. Made of a double layer of Nylon Micro 
Rip-Stop fabric to guarantee durability and remain lightweight. Eight rein-
forced webbing carry handles (four to a side) allow you to equally distrib-
ute the weight of a wounded teammate. Handles can also be used to in-
sert carrying poles for easy, two-man use. Two integrated Velcro® closed 
flat pockets, each the size of one half of the stretcher allow you to gather 
the wounded soldiers belonging or to use the stretcher as an improvised 
SSE bag. Stow pouch for folded stretcher is not only compatible with any  
MOLLE/PALS compatible surface, but also, due to the specially designed 
paracord loops, can be mounted on any 45 mm belt. 

stretcher® Product SKU: PO-CSTR-NLN

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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TOURNIQUET

TOURNIQUET
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Weight:    46 g / 0.1 lb

Weight:    34 g / 0.1 lb

Marked with a laser engraved "TQ" for easy identification, this pocket is made 
to carry most of the currently used tourniquet models such as SOFTT-W  
or CAT. The key idea of the closed pouch is to provide quick access to the 
tourniquet and a more sturdy carry method than rubber bands, with ad-
ditional protection of the tourniquet against dirt or mud, which can cause 
it to fail at the least desirable moment. The pouch is not only compatible 
with a MOLLE/PALS modular system, but also, due to specially designed 
paracord loops, it can also be mounted onto any 45 mm gun belt. Even more, 
thanks to Velcro® strips on the back, the pouch can be easily attached not 
only vertically, but also horizontally. 

pouch® Product SKU: PO-TNQT-CD5

pouch open® Product SKU: PO-TNQO-CD5

Marked with a laser engraved "TQ" for easy identification, this pocket is made 
to carry most of the currently used tourniquet models such as SOFTT-W 
or CAT. The key idea of the open pouch is to provide quick access to the 
tourniquet and a more sturdy carry method than rubber bands. The pouch 
also slightly protects the tourniquet against dirt or mud, which can cause it 
to fail at the least desirable moment. The pouch is not only compatible with 
a MOLLE/PALS modular system, but also, due to specially designed paracord 
loops, it can also be mounted onto any 45mm gun belt. Even more, thanks to 
Velcro® strips on the back, the pouch can be easily attached not only vertically,  
but also horizontally. 

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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Weight:    13 g / 0.03 lb

Weight:    16 g / 0.03 lb

Shears are one of the most important piece of any first aid kit. But they 
are also one of the most problematic items. The quick access to them 
is crucial, while they are often one of the first thing that have to be used.  
This is why we’ve decided to create this simple, but handy pouch.  
Our SHEARS Pouch is designed to carry standard size shears, additionally 
secured by the hook&loop closed strap. The laminate construction is dura-
ble enough to last for years of service, being at the same time as light as 
possible. The pouch is mountable vie hook Velcro®, mainly in order to be 
attached directly to one of our MED pouches. 

Shears are one of the most important piece of any first aid kit. But they 
are also one of the most problematic items. The quick access to them is 
crucial, while they are often one of the first thing that have to be used. This 
is why we’ve decided to create this simple, but handy pouch. Our SHEARS 
Pouch is designed to carry standard size shears, additionally secured by 
the hook&loop closed strap. The laminate construction is durable enough 
to last for years of service, being at the same time as light as possible.  
The pouch is compatible with any MOLLE/PALS modular platform

pouch®
Product SKU: PO-SRPV-CD5

pouch modular®
Product SKU: PO-SRPM-CD5

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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Communication on a battlefield 
is a key element, ultimately influ-
encing the success or failure of 
your mission. Our COMMS pouch 
range provides a series of prod-
ucts for carrying most radios, tar-
get photos, maps, and intel; there 
are various versions designed to 
fit multiple mission types including 
full scale combat operations, CQB 
or even covert urban missions.



RADIO POUCHES

UNIVERSAL

LOW PROFILE/SLICK

GRG

JTAC
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Light, adjustable pouch sized to carry most radios. Elastic sides and ad-
justable height allow you to carry not only small radios, but also the larger 
ones like AN/PRC-148/152, as well as radios without the battery. Laser cut 
modular system compatible with MOLLE/PALS on front allows additional 
equipment to be attached. The pouch is not only compatible with any 
MOLLE/PALS modular platform, but also, due to specially designed paracord 
loops, it can be mounted on any 45 mm wide gun belt. 

The LOW PROFILE radio pouch is one of the products designed for un-
dercover or covert operations. The partially elastic design enables a good 
fit for many different models of individual communication devices, while 
proprietary laminate guarantees the durability. The Velcro® based system 
fits belts up to 45 mm wide and allows attachment or removal of the 
pouch as needed. The pouch rides high on your belt to keep it concealed 
and difficult to detect from under your jacket, yet it provides comfort even 
during prolonged use in a vehicle. 

radio pouch® Product SKU: PO-RDUN-CD5

radio pouch® Product SKU: PO-RDLP-CD5

Weight:    62 g / 0.1 lb

Weight:    46 g / 0.1 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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SLICK RADIO POUCH is a result of the users feedback regarding our low 
profile pouches. The idea of the SLICK RADIO POUCH was to make as small 
and bulk-less pouch as possible, without compromising its features. The 
pouch can fit all medium size individual communication devices. The pouch 
is partially elastic and height adjustable to fit various models and to hold 
them firmly. Designed mainly for CQB operations, where having a slick 
equipment is essential.

Grid Reference Guide or simply GRG Pouch is a handy, forearm mountable 
organizer for map, notepad, target photo or any other piece of data that 
you need to have with you as a hard copy. Made of lightweight nylon fabric, 
with a silent closure system, can be used even during covert operations. 
Transparent inner pocket protects your map or photos from any damages. 
Adjustable elastic webbing will fit any size arm. Handy, elastic loop inside 
will hold most sharpies or roller pens.

radio pouch® Product SKU: PO-RDSL-CD5 

pouch® Product SKU: PO-GRGP-NLN

Weight:    58 g / 0.1 lb

Weight:    95 g / 0.2 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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admin pouch® Product SKU: PO-JTAC-CD5

JTAC Admin Pouch is a compact solution to carry your smartphone, map, 
notepad etc during any field operations. Zippered and partially stiffened 
main compartment has a clam-shell style opening with the cord limiters 
that prevent your gear from falling out. Internal pocket is designed mainly 
for included map case, but will easily hold any small notepad. Additionally 
inside there are loops for dummy cording and elastic loops for a sharpie. 
Front Velcro® panel combined with a MOLLE/PALS system can be used for 
an IFF patch or flag. Made of proprietary 500D Cordura® and proprietary 
laminate for durability.

Weight:    180 g / 0.4 lb

MADE IN
POLAND
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If you empty your mag, it’s not 
great practice to just drop it on the 
ground, and this is why our com-
pact, yet spacious dump pouches 
will easily retain your spent mag-
azines or used flashbangs in order 
to be reused in the future. Avail-
able in various designs and sizes 
to fit every mission type!



DUMP POUCHES

LOW PROFILE

SLICK

DUMP
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SLICK
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dump pouch®

dump pouch®

Product SKU: PO-DPLP-NLN

Product SKU: PO-DPSL-NLN

If you don’t want to stash your empty mags in the pockets of your jacket or you 
need a place to put some items that you find during a search – we’ve got you 
covered. Our LOW PROFILE DUMP POUCH® is a flat, compact pocket, that 
you can easily attach to your belt and deploy in the blink of an eye. The bag 
will easily fit a few carbine or pistol mags, or even a full size pistol. Stiffened, 
rubberized handle provides you the ease of use and deployment, even without 
looking at the pouch. Our new Velcro® based system for belt mounting allows 
you to attach or remove the pouch from your belt whenever you need it. The 
pouch is partially stiffened, made of ultralight materials so it won't add any 
unnecessary weight to your gear.

Weight:    62 g / 0.1 lb

Weight:    62 g / 0.1 lb

SLICK DUMP POUCH is a versatile construction based on the successful Low 
Profile series. The idea of this dump pouch was to make it as compact as pos-
sible, but still large enough to fit few carbine and pistol magazines. The external 
construction is made of elastic webbing, to keep the pouch flat when not needed.  
The stiffened, anti slip handle gives you the ability to deploy the bag with just 
one pull. Even though the bag is made of ultralight nylon fabric, it is extremely 
durable and won't get damaged even when used with sharp, metal magazines. 
The pouch is perfect for CQB operations, when the gear should be as slick as pos-
sible to avoid snagging onto the environment. The pouch can also be used as an 
emergency pouch for stashing evidence during a search. The pouch is not only 
compatible with any MOLLE/PALS modular platform, but also, due to specially 
designed paracord loops, it can be mounted on any 45 mm wide gun belt.

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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pouch®

pouch large®

Product SKU: PO-DUMP-CD5

Product SKU: PO-DMPL-CD5

Classic foldable bag-type pouch for empty magazine or other items 
that need to be quickly stowed away. Rolls neatly into a small package 
and can be instantly opened with a solid tug of one hand on the long  
Hypalon® pull tab. Bottom is made of mesh for drainage and debris, top 
can be tightened with a shockcord. Multiple mounting options - via two 
short MOLLE Clips (included), via paracord-based belt interface (belt width 
up to 45 mm) or using modular pouches (with at least two MOLLE/PALS 
compatible columns)

Large, rollable dump pouch. Made of 500D Cordura® with drawstring collar to 
secure contents. Empty pouch rolls into a compact package - when needed 
can be deployed by opening the Velcro® flap with a hefty pull of a Hypalon® 
pull tab. Stiffened outer collar of the bag makes inserting empty mags easy 
and intuitive. The mesh bottom of the bag keeps the dirt and water from 
cumulating inside. The pouch is not only compatible with a MOLLE/PALS 
modular system, but also, due to specially designed paracord loops, it can 
also be mounted onto any 45 mm gun belt.

Weight:    104 g / 0.2 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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Your weapon is the most import-
ant piece of gear you will carry, 
and in this section you will find all 
the accessories that we make to 
help you carry your weapon com-
fortably, including weapon slings, 
Kydex® holsters, and other reten-
tion items.



WEAPON ACCESSORIES

SLINGS

HOLSTERS

SUPRESSOR COVER
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carbine sling®

sling MK II®

Product SKU: SL-CRBP-NLW

Product SKU: SL-CRB2-NLW

PADDED Carbine Sling is yet another example of the constant evolution 
of Direct Action gear. This carbine sling is based on our standard product, 
but this time made especially for the heavier weapons or for long patrols.  
Padded part is made of 3 mm thick EVA foam covered with a softshell fabric 
that protects your skin from any abrasions. The sling can be easily trans-
formed from a two point sling into a single-point sling. The sling is made of 
highly durable 1" wide nylon webbing that will withstand years of use even 
in the harshest conditions. The length of the sling can be quickly and easily 
adjusted via the antislip Hypalon® puller. The sling can be mounted to almost 
any type of weapon via webbing or with the highly durable paracord loops. 

Upgraded version of our carbine sling. It remains a lightweight, optimized for 
use as a 2-point, it is easily convertible to a single-point configuration. Durable, 
soft in touch softshell neck area prevents abrasion, even during prolonged 
use. Highly durable buckle on the front allow you to quickly disconnect your 
sling in an emergency situation. The length of the sling can be easily and 
quickly adjusted with one hand via the antislip Hypalon® pull tab. Paracord 
loops on both sides of the sling allow you to mount it on almost every gun. 

Weight:    79 g / 0.2 lb

Weight:    103 g / 0.2 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
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weapon catch® Product SKU: SL-EXWC-NLW

During repelling, climbing on a ladder or fast roping there is no worst thing 
then your gun just hanging around, hitting everything on it's way. To avoid 
 this, we've created this simple, yet handy Weapon Catch. Made of  
expandable webbing, it is mountable to any belt or MOLLE/PALS com-
patible surface on one end, and under the front flap of the carrier on 
the other. The Weapon Catch is secured with a metal CLASH hook and 
snapshackle that gives you the ability to release your weapon with just 
one, quick pull. The size of the Weapon Catch was adjusted to fit most of 
the guns, including SMG's, carbines or even an AR with grenade launcher. 

The SHOTGUN EXPANDABLE SLING was designed as a single point sling 
especially for stockless breaching shotguns. The sling is made of polyamide 
(nylon) 1" tubular webbing with an additional elastic core. The sling is short-
ened by the core. The sling is mountable to any MOLLE/PALS compatible 
platform. On one end, the sling has a paracord (550 lbs nylon cord) loop 
that goes over the MOLLE/PALS webbing or laser cut slit. On the other 
side, the sling has a metal, mil-spec 1" snap shackle with an additional, 
rubberized, stiffened puller. The snap shackle is compatible with most  
of the shotgun mounts.

expandable sling® Product SKU: SL-SSES-NLW

Weight:    108 g / 0.2 lb

Weight:    75 g / 0.2 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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Weight:    116 g / 0.3 lb

Weight:    115 g / 0.3 lb

zero cant NO LIGHT holster

NO LIGHT holster

Product SKU: HP-OGTR-KDX

Product SKU: HP-OUSR-KDX

This durable pancake style holster for the Glock 17 was designed to provide 
a more discrete and very comfortable carrying option. Every possible piece 
of excessive material was trimmed down - to lower the profile and make  
situations such as sitting in a car for a long time as comfortable as possi-
ble. The holster is made of genuine Kydex®, therefore it is not only durable,  
but will firmly hold your gun, even during dynamic movements. The Zero 
Cant holster position the gun vertically on your gear.

This durable pancake style holster for the Heckler & Koch® USP was designed 
to provide a more discrete and very comfortable carrying option. Every pos-
sible piece of excessive material was trimmed down - to lower the profile.  
The holster is made of genuine Kydex®, therefore it is not only durable, but 
will firmly hold your gun, even during dynamic movements. The position of 
the holster is slightly angled for a more intuitive draw.



HK SFP OWB

WALTHER P99 OWB
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Weight:    120 g / 0.3 lb

Weight:    118 g / 0.3 lb

NO LIGHT holster

NO LIGHT holster

Product SKU: HP-OSSR-KDX 

Product SKU: HP-O9SR-KDX

This durable pancake style holster for the Heckler & Koch® SFP was de-
signed to provide a more discrete and very comfortable carrying option. 
Every possible piece of excessive material was trimmed down - to lower the 
profile. The holster is made of genuine Kydex®, therefore it is not only durable,  
but will firmly hold your gun, even during dynamic movements. The position 
of the holster is slightly angled for a more intuitive draw.

This durable pancake style holster for the Walther® P99 was designed to provide  
a more discrete and very comfortable carrying option. Every possible piece 
of excessive material was trimmed down - to lower the profile. The holster 
is designed to fit both versions of the P99 pistol: with the old mounting 
system and with a Picatinny® rail. The holster is made of genuine Kydex®, 
therefore it is not only durable, but will firmly hold your gun, even during 
dynamic movements. The position of the holster is slightly angled for a more 
intuitive draw.



G17 OWB

G17 OWB
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kydex LIGHT holster

kydex NO LIGHT holster

Product SKU: HP-OGLR-KDX

Product SKU: HP-OGSR-KDX

This durable pancake style holster for the Glock® 17 was designed as a fail-
proof, emergency draw tool for CQB situations. Made to fit a threaded barrel 
pistol with the most popular lights on the market and red dot mounted to the 
slide. The adjustment screw allows for fit adjustment between different light 
models and adjusting the level of retention to user's preference. Integrated 
into the design are 3 holes allowing for use of Safariland® accessories & such  
as the QLS system or mounting on the 6004 holster drop leg panel. The 
position of the holster is slightly angled for a more intuitive draw.

This durable pancake style holster for Glock 17 designed to provide a more 
discrete and very comfortable carrying option. Every possible piece of  
excessive material was trimmed down - to lower the profile and make  
situations such as sitting in a car for a long time as comfortable as possible. 
The holster is made of genuine Kydex®, therefore it is not only durable, but 
will firmly hold your gun, even during dynamic movements. The position of 
the holster is slightly angled for a more intuitive draw.

Weight:    142 g / 0.3 lb

Weight:    120 g / 0.3 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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kydex NO LIGHT holster Product SKU: HP-OGT1-KDX

This durable pancake style holster for the Glock® 17 was designed to provide 
a more discrete and very comfortable carrying option. Every possible piece 
of excessive material was trimmed down - to lower the profile and make 
situations such as sitting in a car for a long time as comfortable as possible. 
The holster is made of genuine Kydex®, therefore it is not only durable, but 
will firmly hold your gun, even during dynamic movements. The position of 
the holster is slightly angled for a more intuitive draw. Straight loops were 
designed mainly for use with thicker belts.

Weight:    116 g / 0.26 lb

IWB holsters are a very personal thing - as you'd expect when carrying  
a loaded firearm in your pants. We've been through it all and here is what 
we think is the best, most comfortable solution: A Hybrid design, with solid 
bull hide shielding your skin from the weapon and providing carrying comfort 
while a heat molded Kydex® shell takes care of proper gun retention, repeat-
able draw and re-holstering angle. It works best for 3/4/5 o'clock carry on 
your dominant side. Will fit most of the compact and full size pistols available 
on the market.

hybrid holster Product SKU: HP-IUSR-HYB

Weight:    205 g / 0.5 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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HOLSTER MOLLE WRAP is a quick-mountable panel, dedicated for Kydex® 
OWB pancake-style holsters. Allows the user to attach small modular pouch-
es on the face of the holster. The WRAP is made of proprietary laminate 
and covered with a laser cut modular system compatible with MOLLE/PALS.

MOLLE wrap Product SKU: PO-HSMW-CD5

Weight:    12 g / 0.03 lb

Weight:    310 g / 0.7 lb

shotgun holder® Product SKU: PO-MGSH-CD5

Breaching shotgun is one of the most important parts of the gear during 
any CQB operations. Our MAGNETIC SHOTGUN HOLDER is a simple solution 
 to carry it comfortably, without the need of any additional pouches,  
holsters etc. MOLLE/PALS or belt mountable, it is constructed of propri-
etary laminate or Hypalon®. Internal magnet is strong enough to securely 
hold your shotgun or carbine in place, with the possibility of releasing 
it with only one strong pull whenever you need it. Can also be used as  
a weapon catch during repelling, fast roping, cuffing etc.

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND
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During intensive shooting with a suppressor, its temperature can rise so 
high, that it not only can easily burn you, but also, because of the mirage 
effect, it can a affect your sight and therefore accuracy. Our silencer cover 
is thick enough to minimalize both of these effects, but at the other hand it 
will not add too much weight to the front of the gun. Even though the cover 
is designed for the short ROTEX silencer, it is adjustable enough to fit even 
bigger ones

cover short Product SKU: GA-SLCS-AFG

Weight:    158 g / 0.3 lb

WARNING! - The cover was designed only for 
single fire use, and too intense fire with the cover 
on the silencer may cause irreparable damage.

MADE IN
POLAND
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We not only make tactical fighting 
gear, but we also provide solutions 
for load carriage. Our whole range 
of bags and backpacks can work 
for any mission type, including 
long range recon, short patrol du-
ties, or even assaults and covert 
operations.



BACKPACKS AND BAGS

ASSAULT PACKS

COVERT PACKS

LIFESTYLE PACKS

MESSENGER BAGS

DEPLOYMENT BAGS
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HALIFAX®
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The HALIFAX® medium backpack is a fully mission-configurable patrol pack.  
It futures a large main compartment closed with YKK® #10 zippers. 

The interior is lined with velour fabric for mounting of additional pouches. 
The back of the interior panel is also covered with laser cut MOLLE/PALS, 
to re-configure this pack for a medical pack, assault pack, breacher pack 
or even a radio pack using internal anchor points. The top part of the flap has 
two pockets, with one of them lined with velour. The outer layer of the back 
is covered with laser cut MOLLE/PALS. 

Heavy duty shoulder straps will redistribute the weight of the carried gear. 
Additional anchor points on the bottom and sides, along with reinforced 
construction of the whole pack make it “jumpable” for airborne operations. 
Zippers on the front, the same as on the rear panel of SPITFIRE®, allow 
mounting any of our back panels, making the HALIFAX® even more scalable.

medium backpack Product SKU: BP-HFXM-CD5

Weight:        2000 g / 4.4 lb 
Capacity:     40 l / 2441 cu in
Dimension:   63 x 20 x 31 cm / 24.8 x 7.9 x 12.2 in



DRAGONFLY®
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low profile gun pack Product SKU: BP-DGFL-CD5

During undercover operations you may need some extra firepower. Con-
cealing your carbine can be difficult, but our DRAGONFLY® is the solution 
to this problem. 

Externally, it looks like a plain civilian backpack but as you unzip it, you have 
immediate access to your gun. It fits a stripped down 10.5” barrel AR, MP5 
with collapsible stock, UMP etc. 

The interior is lined with the Velcro® velour fabric for personalization. Shoulder 
straps can be hidden, transforming it into a handheld briefcase, that imitates 
large laptop case. The pack is made mainly of the Cordura® 500D fabric to 
withstand the use even in a harshest conditions. 

Weight:       945 g / 2.1 lb
Capacity:    13,5 l / 824 cu in
Dimension:  54 x 36 x 7 cm / 21 x 14 x 3 in

MADE IN
POLAND



DRAGON EGG®
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enlarged backpack Product SKU: BP-DEGL-CD5

The DRAGON EGG ENLARGED backpack is slightly bigger, 30-liter version 
of one of our bestsellers - the Dragon Egg backpack. The new version will 
prove itself not only in everyday use, but also can be easily adapted as a 
3-day patrol pack. 

The backpack is made of a combination of Cordura® 500D and laser cut 
laminate. The backpack has two pockets for the hydration system - one 
internal and one external, zippered in the back part. The back pocket, thanks 
to the use of soft foam, can also be used to carry tablets or up to 15 " 
laptops. Inside the main compartment there is a zippered mesh pocket for 
small items. The front compartment is equipped with an organizer that allows 
you to organize your equipment, including small radios. 

On the sides of the backpack there are pockets for water bottles or small items. 
At the front, the backpack has an additional, small pocket lined with soft velor, 
allowing you to safely carry sunglasses without fear of getting them scratched.  
On the front there is also a soft Velcro® for easy personalization The front, 
sides of the backpack and the waist belt are partially covered with a laser 
cut modular system, compatible with MOLLE/PALS. 

The dragging handle of the backpack is made of paracord. In an emergen-
cy, this handle can be untangled, giving us a total of 5.5 m of line. Profiled 
shoulder straps and a removable hip belt guarantee stable carrying of the 
backpack, even during dynamic activities.

Weight:     2190 g / 4.8 lb 
Capacity:      30 l / 1830 cu in
Dimension:   51 x 26 x 26 cm / 20 x 10.2 x 10.2 in



DRAGON EGG®
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backpack MK II Product SKU: BP-DEGG-CD5

Direct Action® Dragon Egg® is 25-liter capacity backpack for either short 
patrol duties or EDC use. 

The pack features two hydration bladder pockets, one in the main compart-
ment and an additional in the zipped back part. The rear pocket, thanks to 
a padded sleeve, can be used for safely carrying multiband radio devices 
or notebook (15''). Front pocket of the Direct Action® Dragon Egg® fea-
tures a zippered mesh pocket and simple organizer for small essentials.  
Additional side pockets can carry small and flat items, while also expanding 
to be able to fit a standard U.S. canteen. 

Laser-cut system compatible with MOLLE/PALS makes the backpack not 
only fully modular, but also still maintains a low profile look. Thanks to the 
egg shape, the pack has a smaller height and width then other packs with 
similar capacity and makes it more comfortable with belt kits or ballistic vests. 

Suspension system is based on comfortable shoulder straps and an internal 
stiffener in the back. Made of durable 500D Cordura® nylon fabric with water 
resistant coating. Combat Vent System®, the innovative ventilation system 
used in backpacks, provides increased comfort for their users. Made of 
contoured foam profiles with multiple air channels that are combined with 
airy mesh, CVS® keeps the pack off the back, which enhances air circula-
tion preventing heat build-up and sweating, while the stiff foam ensures 
comfort and stability.

Weight:       1620 g / 3.6 lb
Capacity:    25 l / 1526 cu in
Dimension: 48 x 27 x 18 cm / 19 x 10.6 x 7 in



GH0ST®
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 backpack MK II Product SKU: BP-GHST-CD5

Ghost® is a 30+ liter backpack, scalable and well suited for the role of a tactical 
3-day pack. 

The main pack features two zippered compartments - first, the larger has 
an internal hydration sleeve and an accessory mesh pocket. The second, 
accessible from the back side of the pack is reinforced and will hold a large 
laptop. Third pocket of the Ghost® platform is a detachable organizer pocket, 
completely separable from the main pack body. Normally, it is attached to 
the main pack via 4 buckles and an adjustable shockcord, but it may be used 
completely on its own (it has its own carrying handle) for medical supplies etc. 

Internally this outer pocket has a lot of internal slots and pockets for gear orga-
nization, plus when attached to the Ghost® main pack it forms a beavertail-type 
flap, where you can pack additional clothing or lighter gear. Externally, there 
are 4 pockets & two side pockets that may be stretched to fit water bottles. 
Additionally, there is a zippered, soft velour lined, glasses pocket in the upper 
portion of the pack and a flat zippered pocket below it. Carrying straps of the 
Ghost® backpack are wide, and padded with stiffened closed cell foam, with 
side release buckles for quick doffing. Waistbelt of the Ghost® pack is a fully 
functional PALS/MOLLE belt that can be detached from the main body and 
used on its own with the included low-profile suspenders.

Weight:       2400 g / 5.3 lb
Capacity:    28 + 3,5 l / 1708 + 213 cu in
Dimension: 52 x 30 x 18 cm / 20,4 x 12 x 7 in



MESSENGER®

DUST®
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bag Product SKU: BG-MSGM-CD5

Lightweight and versatile tactical Messenger® bag that was designed for both 
Military and Law Enforcement operators as well as civilian everyday users.  
If you’re looking for a heavy-duty MOLLE messenger bag for your laptop  
or tablet or just a solid base for your bug out bag (BoB) – our bag is the best choice 
available. Large amount of pockets and an additional compartments make this 
bag easy for customization. The shoulder strap is fully adjustable, with additional 
comfort pad. Elastic cord on the bottom allows you to carry some clothing outside 
of the bag. The body side has a flat, zippered pocket where you can stow the 
detachable waist strap if you decide to carry your bag without it. Made of durable 
500D Cordura® nylon fabric with a water resistant coating. 

Weight:      1362 g / 3.0 lb
Capacity:   10 l / 610 cu in
Dimension: 35 x 26 x 13 cm / 13.7 x 10 x 5 in

Dust® is a small 20+ liters backpack oriented towards use as an EDC/1-day 
pack platform. It features two zippered compartments – main has an  
internal, padded laptop / hydration sleeve and an accessory mesh pocket. 
Smaller compartment has an internal organizer for notepads, GPS, writing 
utensils and other essentials, plus a clear vinyl pocket for maps and documents. 
Externally there are 3 flat pockets & two on the sides that can be stretched 
to fit water bottles. Side accessible flat pocket on the front surface is a good 
place to keep smaller items that need to be easily accessible without opening 
the packs compartments. Carrying straps and waistbelt of the Dust® backpack 
are adjustable and can be stowed away in the back panel, turning this pack 
into a slim, no-snag hand luggage.

 backpack MK II Product SKU: BP-DUST-CD5

Weight:      1210 g / 2.7 lb
Capacity:    20 l / 1220 cu in
Dimension: 42 x 26 x 14 cm / 16.5 x 10 x 5.5 in



DEPLOYMENT BAG

DEPLOYMENT BAG
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small

medium

Product SKU: BG-DPSM-CD5

Product SKU: BG-DPMD-CD5

Deployment Bag Small is a lightweight bag proven to be handy for many 
applications. Its carrying capacity reaches up to 50 L allowing room to 
carry your essential equipment. For durability it is made of 500D Cordura 
fabric.  Featured with a wide adjustable shoulder strap and two tape 
handles sewn into its entire bottom, the bag is prepared for heavy loads. 
It has an easy-access YKK® zipper in the middle and two flat outside 
compartments for small items. The main compartment had two integrated 
zippered mesh pockets for additional items. Due to the two side panels 
lined with Velcro®, you can easily personalize the bag as needed. You 
also have a transparent tag for additional identification. The structure of 
the bag is soft, which enables it to be compressed for storage when not 
in use. This bag was made to meet the demand for a casual solution for 
carrying your equipment.

The Deployment Bag Medium is 30 L larger than the small, allowing a 
carrying capacity for up to 80 L of equipment. For durability, it is made of 
500D Cordura fabric. The bag is featured with a wide adjustable shoulder 
strap and two tape handles sewn into its entire bottom to allow the user 
to carry heavy loads. It has an easy-access YKK zipper in the middle, two 
flat outside compartments and two separate side pockets for equipment 
storage. Inside the main compartment there are two integrated zippered 
mesh pockets. The bag has been equipped with two side panels lined 
with Velcro® and two transparent tags for easy personalization. It is a 
soft sided bag allowing for easy storage when not in use.  The structure 
of the Deployment Bag Medium is soft for easy storage when not in use 
and it’s equipped with compression straps for adjustability. 

Weight:       530 g / 1.16 lb
Capacity:    42 l / 2562 cu in
Dimension: 27 x 55 x 28 cm / 10.6 x 21.6 x 11 in

Weight:       1112 g / 2.45 lb
Capacity:    80 l / 4882 cu in
Dimension: 39 x 32 x 70 cm / 15.4 x 12.6 x 27.6 in



DEPLOYMENT BAG
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large Product SKU: BG-DPLG-CD5

The Deployment Bag Large is the largest of its kind. It has a carrying ca-
pacity for up to 150 L of equipment. It is made of 500D Cordura fabric for 
durability. The Deployment Bag Large features a wide adjustable shoulder 
strap, two side handles and two tape handles sewn into its entire bottom. 
Due to these features, the bag is adapted to carry heavy loads. It has an 
easy-access YKK zipper in the middle, two flat outside compartments and 
two separate side pockets for quick access to essential equipment. Inside 
the main compartment there are two integrated zippered mesh pockets 
to help with organization. It is equipped with two side panels lined with 
Velcro® and two transparent tags for easy personalization. The structure 
of the Deployment Bag Large is soft for easy storage when not in use and 
it’s equipped with compression straps for adjustability.

Weight:       1288 g / 2.839 lb
Capacity:    150 l / 9153 cu in
Dimension: 45 x 34 x 85 cm / 17.7 x 13.4 x 33.5 in
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Our apparel section consists 
of every layer that is worn be-
neath your fighting equipment 
like uniforms, headgear, gloves, 
and other accessories, all made 
of the very best fabrics and ma-
terials, and carefully designed 
to meet the specific demands 
of the modern battlespace.



APPAREL

UNIFORMS

HEADWEAR 

HANDWEAR
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VANGUARD®
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combat shirt Product SKU: SH-VGCS-PDF

A combat uniform is one of the most important layers you have on you 
during any operations. It protects against abrasions from environment, but 
also should provide proper freedom of movement. 

Our VANGUARD combat shirt is made of top quality fabrics. The torso is 
made of Polartec® PowerDry FR fabric that is not only pleasant to touch, 
but also stretchable, as well as transfers the moisture away from the 
body. The sleeves are made of YCO fabric that is durable, yet breathable. 
Reinforcements on the elbows, that work as a pockets for protective pads, 
are made of Cordura® 500D fabric. There are additional zippered pockets 
on shoulders with soft loop panels for personalization.

Weight:    410 g / 0.9 lb – size M 
Sizes:       XS, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL



VANGUARD®
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Weight:    600 g / 1.3 lb – size M
Sizes:    S , M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL, 
 S/Long, M/Long, L/Long, XL/Long, XXL/Long, XXXL/Long

combat trousers Product SKU: TR-VGCT-NCR

A comfortable uniform is one of the most important things on the battle-
field. Therefore, our VANGUARD combat trousers were made specially to 
provide as much freedom of movement as possible without compromising 
the durability. 

Made of NYCO fabric with Cordura® 500D reinforcements on the knees, 
these pants will serve you well on any mission. Numerous pockets, including 
classic hip pockets, zippered front pockets and hook&loop closed pockets 
on the thighs will fit all your necessities. The hook&loop pockets can be 
used as improvised dump pouches. Hook&loop flaps on the leg cuffs and 
knees allows you to adjust the pants to your needs. Additionally, to provide 
even more freedom of movement, the pants feature numerous gussets 
made of 4-way elastic softshell fabric.
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PROTECTIVE
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Sizes:       One-size-fits-all

helmet cover Product SKU: HC-FAST-CD5

Sizes:       M, L

On the modern battlefield the ballistic protection is just a must-have item 
no less important then camouflage. Therefore we've decided to create  
an advanced helmet cover for one of the most popular models on the 
market – the OpsCore® FAST helmet. Made of Cordura® fabric, proprietary 
laminate and elastic softshell fabric, this cover will fit not only the ballistic 
helmets but also the bump version, without interfering with its ventilation 
holes. The loop panels on top and back are also MOLLE/PALS compatible 
so that you are able to mount any cameras, IR strobes, counterweight etc. 
Side loop panels will allow for easy personalization with IR flags/IR markers. 
Front cut is made especially for NVG mounts. 

pad inserts Product SKU: PT-PPIN-NOP

Direct Action® Protective Pad Inserts are a simple solution to protect your 
knees and elbows when using our VANGUARD® combat uniform, when 
you don't want to use external protectors. Made of neoprene, they are 
lightweight, yet thick enough to absorb minor bumps. Sold as a pair. 

Weight:    44 g / 0.1 lb (set: 2 pcs)

Weight:    73 g / 0.2 lb – size M

MADE IN
POLAND
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combat dry light Product SKU: CP-NGFR-CDL

combat dry light Product SKU: CP-BNFR-CDL

Sizes:       One-size-fits-all

Sizes:       One-size-fits-all

Lightweight, breathable cap for use under the helmet or for standalone use. 
Made of flame retardant fabric, it will protect you from flash fire and short 
flame exposure. The cap is also good for running or just chilling.

Made of Polartec® PowerDry FR it's elastic and easy-fitting, though it always 
remains its size. It won't extend nor stretch. The Polartec® PowerDry FR is 
both lightweight and comfortable for the skin.

Simple, yet surprisingly useful, this neck gaiter works great in a multitude of 
roles. It can be used to cover and protect your neck and face from flash fire, 
dust or wind - next minute you can turn it into cap, scarf, headband or gog-
gle cover. Made of lightweight and highly breathable, flame retardant fabric. 

Made of Polartec® PowerDry FR it's elastic and easy-fitting, though it always 
remains its size. It won't extend nor stretch. The Polartec® PowerDry FR is 
both lightweight and comfortable for the skin.

Weight:    19 g / 0.04 lb

Weight:    41 g / 0.09 lb

MADE IN
POLAND

MADE IN
POLAND



HARD LEATHER
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gloves®

flame retardant

Product SKU: GL-HARD-GLT

Product SKU: CP-B1FR-CDL

New, improved version of the classic Direct Action® HARD GLOVES. 
The synthetic leather was replaced with genuine goat leather in order to pro-
vide great durability, weapon feel and fitting to your hand. Specially designed 
slits on the finger joints provide comfort, even during prolonged weapon 
use. All fingers are touch screen compatible. Hook&loop closed cuffs pro-
vide a reliable, tight fit to your wrist, and Hypalon® loop not only helps with 
donning and doffing of the gloves, but also can be used to hang the gloves 
on your equipment.

This classic balaclava design will protect your good looks against flash fire 
and short flame exposure. Stretchy and comfortable, yet it still provides a 
snug fit. The eye holes work well with most ballistic goggles and glasses. Its 
flat seams provide comfort even when used with helmets. This is a perfect 
choice to help protect your face and neck.

Sizes:       XS, S, M, L, XL, XXLWeight:    70 g / 0.2 lb

Weight:    42 g / 0.09 lb Sizes:       One-size-fits-all

MADE IN
POLAND
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Enhanced version of the classic Direct Action® LIGHT GLOVES made with 
genuine goat leather instead of artificial. The gloves not only maintain a mod-
ern look, but also, thanks to used fabrics, provide great fitting to your hand. 
Genuine leather used on the inner side guarantees an even higher durability 
and reliable grip. All fingers are touch screen compatible. Elastic, extended 
cuff provides a tight fit and additional protection to your wrist, and Hypalon® 
loop not only helps with donning and doffing of the gloves, but also can be 
used to hang the gloves on your equipment.

gloves® Product SKU: GL-LGHT-GLT

Sizes:       XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

gloves® Product SKU: GL-HARD-PES

Direct Action® HARD GLOVES are perfect choice for everyone working with 
firearms. The gloves not only offer a modern look, but also, thanks to the 
fabrics used, provide a great fit to your hand. Synthetic leather used on the 
inner side guarantees a high durability and reliable grip, thanks to its antislip 
properties. Specially designed slits on the finger joints provide comfort, even 
during prolonged weapon use. The middle finger and thumb are touch screen 
compatible. Velcro® closed cuff provide a reliable, tight fit to your wrist, and 
Hypalon® loop not only helps with donning and doffing of the gloves, but also 
can be used to hang the gloves on your equipment. 

Sizes:       XS, S, M, L, XL, XXLWeight:    70 g / 0.1 lb

Weight:    60 g / 0.1 lb



CROCODILE FR
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Fire is one of the main dangers during dynamic operations, especially in CQB. 
Direct Action® NOMEX GLOVES are made made entirely of flame retardant 
materials, like genuine DuPont Nomex®, and goat leather. Reinforcement in 
key areas will protect your hands from damage, while a carefully selected 
leather thickness retains your trigger feel. The Short version goes just over 
your wrist with a hook & loop adjustable cuff.

gloves short® Product SKU: GL-CRFS-NMX

Sizes:       XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Sizes:       XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Weight:    85 g / 0.2 lb

gloves® Product SKU: GL-LGHT-PES

Direct Action® LIGHT GLOVES are perfect choice for everyone working with 
firearms. The gloves not only offer a modern look, but also, thanks to the 
fabrics used, provide a great fit to your hand. Synthetic leather used on the 
inner side guarantees a high durability and reliable grip, thanks to its antislip 
properties. The middle finger and thumb are touch screen compatible. Elastic, 
extended cuff provides a tight fit and additional protection to your wrist, and 
Hypalon® loop not only helps with donning and doffing of the gloves, but also 
can be used to hang the gloves on your equipment.

Weight:     60 g / 0.1 lb



CROCODILE FR
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Breaching charges, pyrotechnics and exploding fashbangs all produce 
ash and flame, so proper protection against these hazards can be crucial.  
Made from DuPont Nomex® and goat leather, and with reinforcement in 
key areas, these gloves will protect your hands from damage, while the 
carefully selected leather thickness won't interfere with your trigger feel. 
The Long version goes over your wrist, with a partially elasticated cuffs to 
protect even more skin area.

gloves long® Product SKU: GL-CRFL-NMX

Weight:    90 g / 0.2 lb Sizes:       XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL



DIRECT ACTION®
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80's style feed cap Product SKU: CP-GL80-CTN

Sizes:       One-size-fits-allWeight:     70 g / 0.15 lb

Trucker caps by Direct Action® were inspired by the caps used by American 
truck drivers. It is a pop-culture classic and very comfortable and practical 
headwear. The mesh in the back part makes a trucker hat light and breath-
able, while the profiled visor protects the eyes from the sun.

vintage baseball cap Product SKU: CP-DAVB-CTN

Baseball caps by Direct Action® were inspired by American baseball 
caps. They are the most universal, and you can adapt them to everyone.  
This model has been aged to break the classic cut.

Sizes:       One-size-fits-allWeight:    80 g / 0.18 lb



WINTER
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Our WINTER BEANIE is a great combination of classic, useful headgear with 
some swag. Made of genuine Merino Wool, with additional inner fleece pro-
vide great thermo comfort even in very cold weather. To make it even more 
tacti-cooler, the cap has a slightly visible “GO LOUD!” and Direct Action® logo 
knitted in it's outer construction.

Sizes:       One-size-fits-allWeight:    48 g / 0.11 lb

Trucker caps by Direct Action® were inspired by the caps used by American 
truck drivers. It is a pop-culture classic and a very comfortable and practical 
headwear. The mesh in the back part makes a trucker hat light and breath-
able, while the profiled visor protects the eyes from the sun.

wall tag feed cap Product SKU: CP-GLWT-PES

Sizes:       One-size-fits-allWeight:    65 g / 0.14 lb

beanie Product SKU: CP-WTBN-MWA
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Light Coyote FR

AMGAMG

Army Green FR

BLKBLK

Black FR

FDEFDE

KYDEX®

Flat Dark Earth

ODRODR

KYDEX®

Olive Drab

BLKBLK

KYDEX®

Black

AGRAGR

Adaptive Green

SGRSGR

Shadow Grey

CBRCBR

Coyote Brown

BLKBLK

Black

RGRRGR

Ranger Green

OGROGR

Olive Green

R13R13

RAL 7013

PGZPGZ

PENCOTT®

GREENZONE™

FTNFTN

FLECKTARN

PBLPBL

PENCOTT®

BADLANDS™

MCMMCM

MULTICAM® 

ORIGINAL

PWWPWW

PENCOTT®

WILDWOOD™

WDLWDL

Woodland

WSBWSB

Washed Steel 
Blue

UGRUGR

Urban Grey

AGCAGC

Adaptive Green/
Coyote Brown

CBACBA

Coyote Brown/ 
Adaptive Green

CHBCHB

Charcoal

UGCUGC

Urban Grey/ 
Coyote

UGSUGS

Urban Grey/ 
Shadow Grey

BLGBLG

Black/Grey
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